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SI..!Bdirector
by Terry McGuire
If you take a moment to meet
the man who, every day, makes
it his job to make life as pleasant
as possible, you would see that
Fred Norman cares. He, greets
you with 'that-peepetual
smile
and the warm, extended hand,
synonymous with, how he goes
about his job as SUB director:
warm,open
and friendly.
In seven years as director of
the BSU Student Union Building, Norman has added the
personal touches to the building
he feels should make the
student feel as if i~ were his or
her home. The addition of plants
and assorted greenery may be
the incidental touches of friendliness, but the attitude that the
staff and employees carry are
what Norman would like to see
as an extension of him.
An accomplished collegiate
athlete, professor and educator,
Norman is known throughout
the Boise valley mainly by his
directorial duties in the produc- "
tions of·"ManifLa
Mancha,"
"Fiddler on the Roof' and now
"Shenandoah,"
produced
in
conjunction with the Mountain
States Tumor Institute.
Norman carries through his
production not only entertainment, but a cause:" the end of
cancer.
His own life was
touched
by the death
of
someone due to the disease: his

produces play

father. It is a cause he believes
in not only because of his
personal loss, but also due tn

Fred Norman
the fact that he actually cares. ,"
Through his connection with
the Morrison Foundation, Norman has secured a substantial
grant to defer the costs of a
linear accelerator, a device that
MSTI badly needs in its fight
against cancer.
Watch Norman's eyes, his
gestures, as he speaks of his
production; one can see his
genuine determination
toward
the cause.
"Once in" a while, we do

f
from APA

stated Mike Hoffman, president
of the Associated Students of
Boise State University. "[Those
Idaho's State Board of Educare) student" fees, rates 'of
ation, in the wake of their
tuition, student activities and
surprise ruling on alcohol ill the
discipline, and student housing
.state's universities. has filed a
.... if anyone suffers, it will be
proposal
in the Legislative
Council intended to exempt the
the student:"
Board from the rule-making
The State Board, . at' its
meeting in Sandpoint, ,Septem~
requirements
in the Administrative Procedures Act'.Accordbel' 2, introduced the alcohol
ruling under the emergency",
ing to Senator Leon Swenson,
Nampa, who plans to introduce , provision of the APA, The ruling
banned possession and use of
the bill in the next session of th
alcohol in public areas of srate
Idaho legislature.ithe
act 'will
cover certain "areas that; .. the
college and" university
earnpuses,-citing imminent peril to ,
Administrative Procedures Act
was never' intended to apply
public health, safety and weltoo"
,"
,
fare if there were no restriction
on alcohol at schools.
The act, technically an amIn response to the Board's
endment to the APA, would
emergency ruling, t1}e student'
exempt the State Board from the
associations of all, 'state~supAPA's procedures in the areas
ported institutions
of higher
of imposition of student fees,
education (BSU, University of
rates of -tultton,
personnel
Idaho, Idaho State University,,,
management, .student activities
Lewis and, Clark State, College)
and .""discipline, admission refiled 'an injunction, now pendquirements,
'degree requirements, courses of study and
ing, ,to block the alcohol ban.
The injunction declares the
curricula, academic standards;
. Board's move was "a sham, and
use of physical facilities arid
... adeliberate attempt-to defy"
student
housing.
The "APA
requires a ZO:day notice before
11judgment earlier infhe year
tbat the State Board cannot
enactment 'of any rule to provide
enact any rule outside the
an opport~uity for' hearings.
parameters oCthe APA.
"Four of· those ,areas deal
specificll1lywith student rights;"
[cont. f.!D page13}
""

"

""."

reach out and say, 'If you were
my son, how would 1 react?' I
care. There's been almost a
marriage between the students
and myself,"
In seven" years at BSU,
Norman' has seen its rapid
development
from a state
college to a university; he has
seen" its growth as a maturing
influence on Boise and its
people.
"We've got to be reaching for
something.
A BSUhlls
to
become a university ,not only in
name...
a living thousands,
[c;ont. on page 13)

Injunction

The combined student body
associations of BSU, the Univer_ sity of Idaho, Idaho State
University, and Lewis and Clark
State ,College filed an injunction
in the Fourth District Court
under Judge Gerald Schroeder.
The purpose of the injunction is
to determine
whether
the
Alcohol Policy implemented by
the State Board of Education at
their September
2 meeting
deprives students of their right
to due process
and equal
protection under the law.
The injunction contends that:
·The State Board is under the
control of Idaho's Administrative Procedures Act, and thus
must follow the APA's rulemaking" procedures.
"'The "rule" adopted by the
Board at their last meeting
prohibiting alcohol on public
areas of the campus "threatens
to interfere with or impair the
'legal rights or privileges" of
university students.
"
"'The State Board, in adopting
the alcohol rule, did not follow
its own established procedures,
did not follow the procedure for
adoptions of rules outlined in
the Idaho Code, and did not
publish the adopted rule according to the Idaho Code.
"'The State Board invoked the
emergency statute, but did not
show evidence in writing of an
emergency, nor did they show
"that the rule need be effective
immediately or at a period of
less than twenty days thereafter
because of imminent peril by

the State Board tp pass an
'emergency
rule' is' totally
without foundation, is a sham,
and is' a deliberate attempt to
defy the orders and judgments"
of the state courts.
·The rule refers to sanctions
that have not been established
and allows for unequal application" of enforcement.
·The rule is void for vagueness
and its enforcement violates the
United States and Idaho constitutions in denying. university
students due process and equal
protection under the law.
·In attempting
to require
visitors on campus (non-studeuts) to comply with the rule
enforcement of the State Board's action would violate the
Idaho Code and local ordinances, in" addition to the state
and United States' constitutions.
The injunction requests a "court
declaration that the rule is null,
void and unconstitutional and a
permanent ban on the State
Board's declaring any rule on
alcohol in addition or contrary to
state, county, or city laws.
Further, the injunction asks for
$10,000 punitive damages .plus
plaintiffs' costs and attorney
fees.
The rule as set forth by the
State Board at theirSeptember
2 meeting prohibits the possession and consumption of alcoholic beverages in public areas
of grounds" of state-supported
institutions of higher, education.
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SBEex'empts selves
by Bud Humphrey

something
to make things
better. We're selfless and it
becomes more important" that
we are," Notnian contemplated,
"Collectively ,man
can do
much; individually, we're not
that important.
"If we have a spirit that
uplifts, that arises above the
mundane and the mediocre ...
we can do better. That is what
I'm experiencing
with the
show,"
"Shenandoah"
will be performed in Boise, November
10-20, after an engagement at
CSI in Twin Falls, November
4-6.
Norman carries this sense of
purpose, a sense of accomplishment, in his position as director
of the SUB.
"I try daily," he said, "to

SBA'sfile

Something specia.lfor.·MSTI
by Mike Isbcll
The Mountain State Tumor
Institute, in conjunction with the
American Cancer Society, will
present
a dram tic musical
entitled
Shenandoah
at the
Boise High School in an effort to
raise money for the payment of
MSTI's (pronounced mis-tee)
newest piece of equipment -~the
$500,000 linear accelerator. The
play will open
in Boise
November 10th.
The linear accelator is a cancer
arresting devise recently developed by the American Cancer
Society,' Before the development
-of the linear accelerator, cancer
patients
were required
to
undergo
treatment
using a
machine thatutilizes uranium as
its radiation source. These were
known as Cobalt' treatments .
"Oftentimes
the
LA was
developed, cancer patients were
required to endure the Cobalt
radiation treatments which caused" hair to fall out, had to
penetrate the chest, the skull or
whatever 10 get at the" source of
the cancer,": The" new" devise
reveals fewer side "effects. It is a'
computer Controlled machine.
"The linear a>:celerator utilizes
asolirce
built-by, man. It's
always going to be there~
Through
the
use of" the
computer the doctors ~able
to

accelerate the intensity of the
radiation until" it reaches (the
intensity)
they want.
The
computer also ~lines up the
device so that it knowa how
deep to go, how much is there,
to exactly pinpoint where they

ing other cells in the body.
There are still some side-effects'.
from the machine, but it's much
more effective, because it can
get right to what it -wauts."
The Shenandoah project was
concieved
by the Morrison
Fammily Foundation as a fund
raising campaign for the Tumor
institute, and as a way to get the
t community involved. They are
paying for the LA. The Morrison
.j Family Foundation has contri-:
buted an additional $400.000 to
f< the project.
The single theme of the project' '

r-~

¢1'~\,
~~:

LeelWercy
want the machine
to take
effect:' The linearaccelerator is
a device that allows us to get in
and kill cancer without destroy-

is "Shenandoah:
Something
special for MSTI." Its companion project is the drive for BSU
involvement." The th-eme:"BSU
for MSTI -BSU's' greatest
victory - helping to wipe out
cancer,"
"It's like the, hundred 'yard
dash," says Jerry Davis Director of High School and University
, '
{Cont. on page 13)

Insideoe~
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us news
Boise State University

BSU artist series begins

receives

James Hopper;
~adeleine
Hsu, and George Thomason wiII
be features in the first Boise
State University Music Faculty
Artist
Series
on Monday,
September 19 at 8:15 p.m. in the
BSU Special Event Center.
Hopper, who will perform on
clarinet and recorder, is principal Professor of Music at BSU.
Hopper
maintains
a busy
schedule of guest appearances,
chamber performances,
and
university recitals. He performs
with BOise City Band, and was
awarded
with a Governor's
Medal in the Performing Arts in
1970.
Hsu is as Associated Professor
in Piano. She is a laureate of
International Piano Contests in
Italy, Spain, and Poland. She
has performed. with orchestras
in Europe and South Amp-rica.
Sha has also recently given a

training grant to provide
learning center for st,udents

"

.

'of tuition', a $500 stipend, and
expenses for books and on-job
mileages.
Panitch announc:l
the addition of Janice Moore,
MSW, as a Visiting Lecturer, as
a full-time faculty addition. in
the Social Work Department.
Ms. Moore hails from Rock
Island, Illinois where; she was
working 'in a comprehensive
planning agency: Susan Lavelle,
a recent BSU graduate in this
program, supplements the staff
as an associate.
The Child Welfare Teaching
Grant program
enables
the
students to learn how the child
protection system workS.· This
means that students actually
work with parents who are
having difficulties. It means that
students learn counseling skills
and skills in making correct
placements of children in foster
care, group homes, or other
treatment
facilities.
"Often
'parents are in crises and find
parenting just a little much
when faced with financial

Boise 'State University
has
recieved a S50,OOOteaching and
training grant to provide a
learning
center
for senior
student
majors. The center
provides a supervised field work
setting for students who are
learning about prevention and
treatment of child abuse and
neglect, 'delinquency, unwanted
pregnancies, and other aspects
of child protection.
With this grant, the University works closely with Region
IV, Dept. of Health and Welfare
which operates
a program
serving four counties in S. W.
Idaho. The grant is funded by
the U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare under
Section 426 of the Social
Security Act as administered by
their Region X office in Seattle.
According to Arnold Panitch,
Associate Professor and grant
award administrator, this grant
provides needed financial aid
and monies for added instruction. Students receive full costs

NeedSome Spending
Money!'
"

Meet Many

.

'

Interesting People !

hassles, maritial problems, and,
difficulties with schools," said
Panitch, He noted that parents
are assisted by social agencies
in a variety of ways and our
students are being trained to
work with them in a humanistic
and rational manner with care
and understanding.
BSU students enrolled this
semester are: Ann D. Gratton,
Mark A. Heilman, Scott A.
Hankins,
Albert E. Mliler,
Diana Franz, Daralyn Morrison,
Jennifer Potter, Connie Suter,
and Patricia J. Wolfe. Each of
these students was selected, on
the basis of scholorship at BSU,
financial need, membership in a
minority group (including women), and interest in a career in
child welfare. Pan itch indicated
that students can reapply for a
second semester in this grant
program and complete a full
academic year ofifield work
prep,aration under this learning
center opportunity.

,

,

For those interested iri joining
or finding out more about
ABACUS· BSU's student Acoounring organization, they are
sponsoring' a pre-game social fr
the Las Vegas game. The
get-together will take place at
the Ann Morrison Park shelter
(East end of the park, near the

The legalization of the controversial food supplement Laetrile
was unanimously endorsed by
the Boise State University
College Republican Club at their
meeting Friday. evening. The .
action was taken after State
Representative Jim Golder (R.-

•

'social
t

old city recreation

office build24 from 3:0(
to 6:00. There is a minimal
charge' for the beer and hot
dogs. For more information
contact
Mike Harris;
Dave
W!lmont, Sheila Robinson, Debbie Becker, Linda Siglo, or Dr.
Mike Merz.

.ving) on September

BS,UDining
Service has need of
.
~,.

individuals ,to help with B.A.A.
luncheons on Monday. and help
with lunch in the Dining Facility.
For information call Penny at

C&FS offers workshop
Career and Financial Services
is offering a job-hunting workshop for Business, Industry and .
Government to graduating seniors and alumni. The workshop
witl be on either September 20

or September 21 at 2:00 p.m, in
room 124 of the Administration
BuildingI'Career Resource Cen,ter). ·This service is free to all
those who attend.

38S ..1971 or see her between
:,'3~5pmin the
.'

Marty· [ust before dinner daily
or call 385- 1'684.

WE NEED A FEW 'GOOD
PEOPLE, WE NEED yOU.

D. 16) explained the features of
a bill he is planning to introduce
in the Idaho Legislature which
would allow the sale and use of
Laetrile.
Laetrile, a vitamin
derived
from apricot pits, is claimed by
some to be an effective cancer
,treatment.
Many prominent
persons in the medical field,.
however, consider, it worthless.
Laetrile's sale has been banned
by the Food and Drug Administration, but several states have
recently lifted that ban. Golder
said his bill, "Does not endorse
Laetril'e's effectiveness;'
but
simply gives Idahoans
the
freedom to use it if they so
desire."
The unanimous endorsement
by the fifteen members of the
BSU club follow an earlier
endorsement given the legalization
of Laetrile
by the
Executive Board of the Idaho
State College Republican league, a statewide organization of
College Republican Clubs.

Human right~
conference held

Snuck Bor. For -

Dining Facility information'..,. .-~-,
see

Composers to be performed
include Poulenc, Loielliet, Messiaen,
Debussy,
Villa-LObos,
Devisee, and Norveuz.
Tickets for this inital concert of
the BSU Faculty Artist -.Series
wiII be available' at th~, ticket
office in the Special Events
Center the evening of the
concert: $2.00 for adults; $1.00,
for students and senior citizens;
and
no charge
for BSU
faculty / staff/ students.

Republicans endorse laetrile

ABACUS sponsoring
•

recital in New York.
Thomason, an. Assistant Professor ofMuslc, has a following
among admirers of classical and
jazz guitar. He has studied with
Howard Jones at the University
of Idaho and with Christopher
Parkening .at Sun Valley. He
recently appeared as a guest
soloist with the Boise Philharmonic Orchestra.

Love' is Remembering ...
CHOOSE FROM OUR
SELECTION OF
OIAMOND~'
WATCHES
STONE RINGS
EARRINGS
PENDANTS

rtI~

Jewelers

1207 BROADWAY

ONE OF YOUR "STUDENT BUYING· POWER CARD"
REPRESENTATIVES- 2. BWCKSSOUTB
OF
STADIUM

Toe first annual human rights
conference .will be held in
Salem, Oregon on October .1,2
ans 3. It is sponsored by the
College Republicans of Willamette University, the University
of Oregon Associated Students,
the Student Government
of
Clackamasand Community College in conjunction with the
Lobby for Social Concerns and
Demands. Students' are invited
to attend the three days of their
lobbyingtechniques.
John Con, yet's Will speak, in addition to
dozens. of other national .and
, state human rights leaders,
For .•further information'. ,write'
to: P.O ..Box 17. MatlhewsHall.
Wi1liamette University. S8Iem.
Oregon 97301. '
.

I
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Senate report

Injunction filed

,
s:

l

ents, Tom Beeler, and Lenny
by Diane Barr
Hertling to sit on the' Special
At its regular meeting on
Events Center Board of DirectTuesday, September
13, the
ors.
Senate
approved
'a school
Leland Mercy, executive ascalendar for the summer of '78,
sistant to the BSU president,
allocated 54.535 to the Arbiter
,reported
on the upcoming
for the purchase of a stat-king
community productionof "Sheand defeated a motion to study
nandoah" which is being done
the possibility of reorganizing
to help raise funds for the
the BSU student government
purchase of a linear accelorator
structure.
for the Mountain State Tumor
With a' voice vote, Senators
Institute (MSTI). He urged the
accepted a motion to schedule
Senate to consider organizing
the '7& summer session as an
itself toward helping
raise
eight week period with an option
additional funds for the drive.
of one five week session for
Action on the matter was
,speCial courses. The action was
delayed until the next Senate:the result of an explanation
meeting.
given by Executive Vice-PresiThe heads of the Arbiter,
dent Gerald Wallace. He related
Photo Bureau, and KBSU gave
the findings
ofa
special
reports on their activities of the
committee that
. administrative
past month.
was set up last year to explore
" Editor John Priscella stated
the summer school program.
the ad revenues had doubled on
Initially, Wallace states tliat an
thefirst three issues this year
eight week session that began
compared with the same issues
on June 12 and during the first
of 1976-77. Priscella also stated
week of August would allow for
that, he was cutting
his
the graduate population. which
additional budget request to the
accounts for one-third of all
price ofthe stat-king as a result
summer students, as well as
of the increased ad sales.
undergraduates.
In some inPhoto Bureau 'chief,
Ron
stances, specific classes would
Ferguson. reported that all his '
only be offered during the first
staff postitions had been filled
five weeks because their content
and that photo lD's would still
could be adequately covered in
- be taken through the remainder'
that period.
These 'courses
of the week.
would be determined by each
KBSU Station Manager, Dave
department's preference.
Schwartz. explained the staAs an emergency item and at
tion's progress and gave a brief
the request of editor John
outline of his immediate plans.
Priscella, the Senate allocated
Mike Henthorne.
assistant
54,535 to the Arbiter for the
. director of the Student Union
purpose of purchasing a stat3uilding. presented, usage figking.The stat-king purpose will
be the enlargement or reduction , ures for the Senate Chambers in
response to a recently approved
of art work. photographs, and
Senate resolution that favored
advertising copy that is presentmoving the Senate
offices,
ly being sent' to an outside
directly into the Senate Cham-.
,group. The purchase of' this
bers, thus excluding the Cham- '
piece of equipment is seen as an
bers use to outside groups.
effort to save' funds.
Supposedly, the' change would
Arts and Science'Senator Steve
free the space presently used as
Botimer - proposed ,that the
Senate
offices
for use by
Senate investigate the possibilrecognized 'student
organizaity of reorganizing the Associtions. As a result of Henthorn's
ated Student government. After
report, the Senate withdrew its
little debate, the issue was
resolution
and subsequently
voted down by a 9-5 margin
tabled
a
motion
to make the Nez
during a roll call vote.
Perce room a gallery for Senate
ASB President Mike Hoffman
meetings.
reported that the ASBSU was
Senate meetings are held each
moving for an injunction against
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m, in thethe State Board of- Education
Senate Chambers on the second
because of its alcohol policy on
floor of the SUB. Student
grounds of 1) the fact that the
attendance and participation is
Board has never adopted a
encouraged,
specific policy under the Administrative Procedures Act (APA),
2)the non-existance
of an
ART SUPPLIES from
emergency situation. and 3) the
Grumbacher
absence of any written reasons
Winsor-Newton
concerning that emergency.
" Permanent Pigments
Hoffman also announced that
Conte
'
he had appointed Rene ClemSpeedball
X-Acto
Photo I.D.s will be taken every
Liquitex
·Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m,
Cresent
in the SUB. Location will be
Pickett
posted.
Luxo
Fredrix
·COUPON
:
Sculpture House
:'

Free tutors
offered
by Robert frusta
"During the pastthree years,"
says Student Tutorial Director
Greg Easter, "Student Services
has offered students the chance
for free tutoring services."
"This year is no exception,"
according to Sanya Sanders,
Student
Assistant
to Dean
Wilkerson. "We will be offering
free tutoring to all students in
the Sciences, Liberal Arts and
Foreign Languages, with special
emphasis on Math and Chemistry in the new Drop-in Center
located in the Science. Building
in room 205." Students can go
and drop-in anytime for three
hours-aweek and get help in
most areas.
'
Before tutorial' services can
offer the quality of service
needed, several tutors wiil be
needed
to help carry the,
workload. Last year, tutorial
services had 30 tutors of which
15 were constantly used. This
year with an expected 300
students using the services over
the 250 last year, it appears
several new tutors will be
needed .• 'Tutoring," ,according
to Greg Easter, "can also be
done through the work-study
program."
For anyone interested in being
tutored or acting as a tutor"
COntact either Greg Easter or
Sanya Sanders in room 114 of
the Administration building or
drop by anytime between 8:00
a.m, to 5:00 p.m,

Bottles end cans
-banned
in Stadium
"Do not, I repeat, do not bring
bottles or cans into Bronco
Stadium
at football
games
because they will be confiscated
by the police" stated Mike
Hoffman,
ASBSU President.
"This includes pop, beer, or any
beverage contained in cans or
bottles,"
said Hoffman. He
went on to say that this action
has become necessary as a
preventive
measure
against
needless
injuries that have
occurred in past years. However stated Hoffman, "persons
desiring beverages may bring

the substance in plastic containers or thermoses."
He added,
"I guarantee that no one will be
searched or harrassed as to the
substance in the containers so
long as they comply with the rio
can- no bottle policy." Hoffman
said that in the interest of
everyone attending the football
games that the no can-no bottle
ruling "Is a good one in as much
as it can prevent injuries." In
addition, Hoffman stated that
he has been assured that plastic
containers and thermoses will
not be examined on either the
student or visitor side....

-------------------------------1
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Bijhe your thirdy tongue'
in a cold, cold beer
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Former Cuban revolutionary teaching at BSU
by Patrick Cox

....

Dr 'Rolando Bonaehea, assistant professor of HIstory at Boise .
State, . Oed Cuba 1n1960 when
Castro's Secret Police discovered his revolutIonary' activIties.
Since then he has financed and
earned a doctorate. In latin,
American'Hlstory from Georgetown UniversIty and put out an
Arsenal of writIng
on his
specialty, the revolntlon, IncludIng; uChe: The Works of
Emesto Guevara" and edltership of the Library of Congress
"Handbook of Latin American
Studies" Caribbean Section. In
this fasclnatlng interview, Dr.
Bonachea discusses Castro's
achievements and shorteomIngs, human rights and his
yearly voyages to the Caribbean
with BSU students. What Is he
doing In Boise, Idaho? Well ....
Dr. Bonachea: I flew to the
United States with forged secret
police permits. I Couldn't get
regular
papers because the
police were looking for me at the
time. _
ARBITER: Why were they
looking for you?
Dr. B.: For revolutionary
activities. I used to belong to a
student revolutionary
movement.
.
ARBITER: What were you
doing that was so revolutionary?
Dr. B.: Now remember, the
Cuban revolution was being
fO\lght between the years of
1952 to 1958. In January 1959,
Fidel Castro took over political
power in Cuba. Between 1959
and 1961, the revolution began
to move to the left and closer
'into the Communist camp. It
was at that time that some of the
people' that had". supported the.
struggle through-out the revolu- .
tion, men who had been
revolutionaries in the 1950's,
decided that they could not
compromise with the Commun-

ARE YOU
INTERESTED IN
I
-LEARNING,
I
MORE ABOUT
FRATERNITES&~

ist regime.
. Q: You mean those who had
fought along with Castro until

_ _

;¥~.«.-,-;

'.~. ::#."
"

'..".-

that 'time?
•
Dr. B.: That's right, by then th~
government had begun to move
to the -Cornmunist camp, some
of his men began. to fight
against the government.
You
should keep in mind that by that
time in 1960, the government
had taken over all the newspapers and magazines in. Cuba.
Q: How did you print your
. paper?
.Dr. B.: We had In the basement
of Ii house, a printing machine.
Actwllly. It was not like the
basement of a house, It was the
cistern. You know what is the
cistern? So we had emptied the
cistern out of water and then
inside we had 'set the printing
press.
Q.: You mean a septic tank?
That's
a. real underground
newspaper.
Dr.
That's right, a septic
tank. We had dug out a small
tunnel to connect the septic tank
with the main house so that then
thepeople could get in, you see.

a.:

SORORITIES ON YOUR

CAMPUS?

..... ~.

,.'

..

R.OCK T-,../'jlr_,
Hli'S
.rt-'~

call 385-1223 or

. ~"

I stop

by the Student

:0. ve~OO
•

~theseco~dflo.or
I

:dmerent\tesl

'il'

•.

reponan~e pri~.SeDd
for mnstiated· catalog.

Activities Office on

". - M'

"
-

. '.

at.

2S cents
~

..,

cosMIC RAINB .vV
166 West 21 st Sf. .

of

the SUB

:

~ __

J

We had inside there, a couple of
beds, food and water and all the
printing supplies to put", the

NV

Ne~ York,
"'= . "-j dll'""J 0011
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doing now?
Dr. B.: Well, you know, some of
those former friends ... some got
killed, many killed. Some came
to the States and right now they
are lawyers and physicians
working in different parts of the
United States.
Q.: What made you decide to
leave your revolutionary movement and come to the United
States?
Dr. B.: My only opposItion to
the revolutionary
(Castro's),
then and today,
WI18
that
policies concerning freedom of
speech, the....rlghL of public
assembly,
respect
for civil
Ilbertles, civil rights In general.
That was my main objection to
the revolution, then and touay. I
am still in sympathy' with
economic policies of the revolution.
Q.: With Castro's
economic
policies;'
Dr. B.: That's right, with the
social policies that he has'
. implemented and I still think
that the position of the Cuban
government
concerning- the
United States was right then as
it is today. Though when it came
to political oppression ... I could
not compromise that.
Q.: Couid you clarify those
policies that you agree with?
Dr. B.: Well, I agree with the
Cuban position in the' early
1960's to the effect that Ibelieve
that historically speaking, the
United States exploited severely
the Cuban economy. It produced
an economy that was completely
in bonds. I sympathize with the

hands of foreign enterprizes,
whether they were electricity or
sugar or copper.
Q.: Wou\ifyou say that the U.S.
was the predominant
foreign
influence?
Dr. B.: That's right, the control
the United States exercised overthe government was something
that the revolution wanted to
end. I think that position was
right. Of course the year was
1959 and at that time there was
a tremendous reaction on the
part of the United
States
because, for one thing, the
United States government had _
not become accustimed to the
idea that the time will come
when the Third World nations
will try to recover their natural
resources.
Had the Cuban
revolution happened· in 1970,
perhaps we would not have had
such an emotional reaction.
Today. we hear about the
smaller nations trying to recover
their resources, to expropriate
some foreign industry and we
still complain, but we also try to
find some compromise. In 1959
the United States government
set out to destroy completely the
Cuban government.
Q.: Colonization?
Dr. B.: Right, without ever
looking for the possibility of a
compromise.
Q.So you're in' an interesting
position.. in one sense you're
still pro-Cuban administration
but at the same time, there
seems to be irreconcilable
. differences that you would h~ve

newspaper out. Usually we had
,a couple of guys ther because
, the newspaper would come out
three times a week. We would
work pretty much Castro, Out of
his group emerged
several
revolutionary organizations, one
of which was a national student
movement to which university
and high school students used to
belong
and this was the'
organization Iwas working with .
It was predominantly an antiCommunist revolutionary or, ganization.
Q.:
That organization
had
previously backed up Castro?
Dr. B.: That's right. The name'
of it was the Student Directorate.
,Q.:
Was there any American
backing for this organization?
Dr. B.: Not in that organization.
We learned later that some of he
other organizations, like the one
'called .The 'People'sRevolutionary Movement seemed to '
have been recieving aid
the Central Intelligence Agency.
My particular organization never received CIA backing or any ,
other type of American aid.
.

from

The organization actually was
to publish an under-ground
newspaper ... which carried ar-ticles throughout
the whole
week.'
'- The place was never disco-,
vered by the police. We worked
ill there for all of 1960 and even
after IIeft in October1960. They
con.tinuedto .print the paper
untiltheendOf'61,·Atthaftime
the. whole thing fizzled away.
Arb:: Whilt ,are those people

~ ,._ . .,,~._-..,--.'.,~.
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Cuban government's
~bjcctive
to recover our natural resouri:es,
_. many .of which were' in the

~ ...

toesc!{lcfrom
them.
,
Dr. B.: -As·a.
orofessional
. [cont.OD ·p,.gc 12J
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BSH lobby, looks forward to legislative year
by Terry McGnIre
With' the next legislative
session in mind, the Boise State
Student Lobby has begun its
year under the direction of Will
Roy, ASBSU LobbyDirector.
"The BSU Lobby functions, in
this time.,; as a general
watchdog ... of possible legislative bitts," Roy stated.
'
, "The 'lobby
goals will be
formulated in another month
when the Election Board witl
run a survey of the general
student populace to find . out
their opinions and their ideas on
what should be the lobby goals
this year. Those' ranking the
highest(wiIl serve) as the lobby
goals for the next, legislative
season."
Roy, a senior in Communication, serves his second full
year at the helm of the lobby.
He sees his job as a pivotal
position in which to form an
atliance with 'the local legislators, those serving Boise State
and the community.
Contending .that his lobby's.
emphasis lies not only on the
legislature, Roy feels commun-.
ity participation in the proposed
BSU Pavilion project is essential.
'
"We at this time have had an
architect design plans for the
building. The Student Lobby
has been working with various

0

community
leaders ... " Roy
said. In conjunction with legislators Larry, Jackson and Bert
Golden.
"We're looking at a structure
that's five years down the road.
"It's too much of a cost for
the
students
themselves
to
fund, ,so we're' looking at,
hopefutly, shared participation
through the Boise Vatley -- the
students
and the State of
, Idaho."
Tuition, an issue' of vital
interest toBSU students, witl
not be raised in this year's
session, says Roy, pointing to
the upcoming' election year.
"It's not going to improve
education "from our (Lobby)
standpoint. ',' He concluded that
an' increase in tuition and fee
payments would invariably lead
to the decrease of students on
campus.
Roy sees the basic amount of
funding to institutions such as
Boise 'State in parity to past
years, although he stipulated
that BSU did gain a little more
than the other universities.
This funding bases itself on
per full time student count, with
BSU having the largest enrollment. Roy feels that even
though . the State Board of.
Education has redefined a futl
time· student from 12 credit
hours to 15, it will not mark a

great difference in the funds
coming to this institution.
"We look at the possible
, expansion of classes, ofservices; that's when the futl time
'.equivalent and funding becomes
important," Roy' said.
Roy feels that collective
bargaining would be beneficial
in negotiations with a student,
faculty and administration trilateral situation; in his words
the students would join as aunit
with the faculty, pointing to
success in Montana ot such a
coalition.
"The administration is looking from an operational vIewpoint, whereas the students and
. the faculty are looking from an
educational viewpoint .... "·..
A 'Lobby staff has not been
formulated, at this time,but
. looks to be underway prior to
the convening of the legislature;
their headquarters are located
in the ASij offices.
Roy's lobby has been successful in the. past with such actions
as preventing the State Board
from withdrawing
from the
guidelines of the Administrative
Procedures
Act, along with
increased appropriations
for
BSU..
In contrast to the Lobby
Directives,
the Boise State
delegation of the Idaho Student

Association, under the leadership of Bob Lemmon, sees its
function as a "watchdog," but
of a different nature.
Referring to the success of
last year's Idaho Student Rights
Convention, Lemmon, in his
position as ISA director, feels
it is his organization's primary
arm in securing a student voice
in the enactment of legislation:
safeguarding the students' position and speaking as a collective
voice is the auspices of the ISA's
stance.
Lemmon's goals this year are
the formulation of a $1,500 per
semester tax credit for students,
likely those who are ineligible
for the Basic Grant programs.
"Like Roy, Lemmon sees the
issue of tuition as a main focal
point of the Association, as wetl
as the attempted withdrawal of
the State Board from the APA.
"I think the State Board is
wrong in this, they're very, very
wrong,"
Lemmon
said in
reference to the State Board's
withdrawal .petition, "The way
they've been using some of their
powers is wrong as well."
Lemmon pointed out the alcohol
issue and the Board's emergency ruling on the controversy.
The ISA Director commented
on the second Idaho Student
Convention
to be held in

Moscow, October 6-9. Delegates
will be, selected from all the
schools, with those delegations
consisting of committee, members and ~ alternates
for the
proposed ISA platform, to be
submitted to the legislature. As
of now, six institutions 'are
members of the Association.
Those include ,; BStJ, Idaho,
College of. Southern
Idaho,
North Idaho College, Lewis and
Clark State Cotlege and Northwest Nazarene Cotlege, with
ISU and Ricks possibly joining
soon.
Dues to the ISA are. paid on a
per-student basis," with BSU
paying $4,000.
Last year, in its first session,
the ISA was, in Lemmon's eyes,
the most effective of the student
lobbying organizations, including those representing corporale interests of Boise Cascade
and Simplot.
The platform of the convention was placed into booklet
form and presented
to each
legislator prior to convening.
-Lernmon credits the signing of a
Euthanasia bill by the governor
to the powerful position presented by the ISA Convention.
, Interested'
persona,
who
would like to travel to the
convention, should contact lemmon in the ASB offices.

HE~W'sTitle IX policy undergoes heavy attack
by Bob Irollta
In April, of 1977, six women
athletes walked into the office of
Howard Welsh, at. that time
head 'of Student Services at
Boise State University,
and
voiced a complaint that women
were being discriminated a- '
gainst on the basis of sex in the
athlctic"programs of the university: Welsh, at this point in
time, felt the urgent validity of
the complaint and immediately
contacted Ms. Deborah A. Bail,
attorney at law, who. began
acting as consultant for student
services "and sent a formal
conjunction with the department
of Health:
Education
and
Welfllre in Seattle, Washington.
The initial complaint dealt with
.alleged discrimination
in .six
specific areas. '
1) The womens budget forthat
year was less than ten percentof
the men's athletic budget. This
included the fact that the budget
.for the .improved 'laundry
facilities fur tbe men was' almost
twice that .of the entire '.budget
for the women's program.
.2) The following fiscal year
BSUwouldincrease
women's
athletic budget but only to 200/0
of the' men's 'program.
It
appeared,
that o~her'" Idaho
colleges with fewer students
had already' a1locatedsubs1lU\tially. more funds.
,
3) Women, atheletes
were
scheduled for substantially fewer games and were supplied
with lower perdiem allowances

,with inferior travel allowances
-"and lodging facilities.
4) Locker, facilities for the
women were overcrowded and
inadequite.
5) Training
facilities were
available
on an extremely
Iimitedibasls
with no laundry
facilities, "
6) All w~lnen coaches carry
heavy teaching loads in addition
totheir coaching schedules, as
opposed to the fa~ the only one
male coach-carries, a teaching
load.
TIle text of· the complaint
descr-ibes how several problems
which have resulted in discrimination against women .have
been cause1 by: inadequate
overatl faculties.
;
As the nature of the complaint
was alleged dIscrimination, it'
fell within the confines of-Title
IXand its regulations addressed
to non-discrimination in athletic
, programs and in equal opportunity for participation by both
men and women students.
After Health
and Welfare

received the complaint it was
forwarded
to the office of
.Rosalie, Nadeau, director of
affirmative action at- Boise, State
University,
She immediately
responded by conferring with
the President of the. university
and other members of the Boise
State "administrative
bureaucracy. Their immediate response
to the problem was to wait until
Health and Welfare investiga, tors from Seattle had come,
"which will be either late
September or early "October"

BELGRAVIA ·455 'MAIN ST,
BOISE, IDAHO,
,83702
TELEPHONE 208 336-7722
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'~2.00
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according to Nadeau. .
During the same time period as
the complaint was being issued,
Dr. John Barnes resigned as
president of the University and
was succeeded by the appointed
,Dr. Richard Bullington,
,
; Dr. Bullington
immediately
after taking office, established

an ad Hoe Committee
on
women's athletics to formulate
goals for women's athletics,:but '
which will have no impact on the
title IX issue.
.
Contrary to the belief of many
people,the
committee
on
Women's Athletics lacks the
[cont, on page 11J
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New' look at Pavilion
\
'I

What would you say if I told you BSU needed a Mnlt-Purpose
Pavilion? That question (accompanied by similar questions in the
past two years) has stimulated mixed emotions for students at'
BSU. The student concern at this point has been well founded for
most of us. Remembering that $50.00 (per student-per semester)
fee increase proposal, it still looms in our minds and seems to
prejudice the merit of the structure itself. Now, if the price
changed. would our attJtudechange?
I think so.
"
BSU students have had tofund nearly everything that they
.wanted,
The list of, building's purchased
by students is
staggering;
(example: Business BIg., Ill, Library, Bronco
Stadium. Varsity Center, VoTech. BIg., Chaffee Hall, Towers,
University Courts, University Manor, Special Events Center,
Student Union BIg. and more).
Thismight suggest two or more things to you. First, the students
have funded enough and someone else ought to start funding
buildings for the expansion of BSU.
,
Frankly, I feel that either end ofthis spectrum is extreme and
guilty of tunnel vision. A median or compromise is necessary in
terms of what students should fund and how much.
In reference to the Pavilion question, I would support, and
would urge you to support the following proposal:
I. Students would assume' 1/1 the cost of the Multi-Purpose
Pavilion ($25.00 per semester).
II. State and Community would assume III the cost of the
Multi-Purpose Pavilion (matching student payments),
III. State of Idaho will assume all maintanance costs (inasmuch
as they are the legal owners of the structure).
IV. All revenues generated from the rent and/or use of the
Pavilion
will be considered
"student
payment"
and
subsequently reduce the student cost each semester.
It is my belief that the Students-State-Community
will accrue
the following advantages from this proposal:
.
,
Students:
, I. Provide the much athletic
facilities
and Phys-Ed
accomodations at BSU.
II. Provide a structure that can adequately house concerts and '
other social functions at BSU.
III. Reduce the original cost proposal to one of- reasonable
terms.
rState-Community
I. Provide a structure that can house conventions and other
.state-comrnunity functions.
II. Increase revenue to the community via business expansion
as a result of the Pavilion.
It is my hope that this is the compromise, the median line on the
spectrum. I don't believe that any proposal would meet total
satisfaction from either the State or the student body; however,
if all the concerned entities agree that they are equally
dissatisfied then perhaps a state of equity can exist.

Four food groups:
by Mllie Hughes
Hang your heads in a moment of silence to
mark the passing of another era. The imminent
death of an institution that's been around for
twenty years m!ght just be in the, works. this
guidepost has served as the lighthouse in the
dark seas of nutritional awareness. Alas, even it
can't hide from the tide of new information
beingreleased, The four basic food groups, as
familar to us as our nose, are in for tough
scrutiny with the release of a new book by
Nathaniel Altman entitled·.· .. NutritionalWatergate:The Story ?f the 'Four Food Groups' ." .

<

Starting with the i956tJ.S.D.A.
proclamation
detailing the Basic Four Food Plan, Altman
delves into the circumstances surrounding this
edict. The Watergate reference in the title
refers to the corporate/government
collusion
that went into the drawing up of a food system
that" would become the reference source for
nutritionists.
doctors
'and educators
in
determining the 'healthy American diet.' A
brief history of food plans and charts might be
of use here.
Did you ever wonder if grandma was going
senile when she lectured you
the importance
of choosing foods from the 'basic twelve?'
Meat, milk, vegetable -fruit, and bread - cereal
add up to four, in most books. exc~pt the ones
granny was taught from, which were much
more detailed. So. you think,. times 'have
changed, more information is available. twelve
is four, what's the difference when there's a,
burger crammed between the molars? The
difference
is that the group of twelve
represented an effort by none other than the
progenitors of the basic four. the U.S.D.A .• to
give Americans an easier approach to food
combining. This groupof twelve was hard to
remember since number one was-milk and milk
products while number ten was butter. Number
five was green and yellow vegetables and
number six was' other vegetables .and fruit."
With an eye towards simplification, this gro~p,
of twelve' was reduced to seven during World
War II. The subsequent reduction to four'
lumped three fruit and vegetable groups' into
one and dropped the butter and, fat group. The ,
rational on this latter exclusion was· that if
there's. one predominant ingredient in most
, American diets, it's fat.
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a hype?

enough. The main complaints have been lodged
against the meat and milk groups and it's in this
area that Alyman directs his research.
,
As it turns out.. from the years 1l}38 to 1956,
the American Meat Institute spent $30 million
in advertizing to convince' mom and pop and
infant toothat meat was neat. This campaign
was undertaken as a result of a bottomed out
. bovine business. Certain books put out by the
industry sound like a joke today.' One book;
"Meat Three Times a Day," makes fantastic
claims concerning the healing properties of
meat. A cure for everything from tuberculosis
to. 'a n"'utritional necessity for the smoker and
drinker.' This same book recommended that
,Americans increase their intake to a 'pound al
day or even more.'
'
The meat industry, during the mid-fifties, was
findinga mit ural ally in tis promotional efforts.
No one analogy fits the word 'cow' better than
'milk.' With the joining of forces by these two
industries. the assault on Washington began in '
earnest. Most everyone has heard of the
American Dairy Association and its involve- •
ment .with Nixon and illegal campaign"
contributions. The first emergence of this large
organization on.a grand lobbying scale was in
the effort to reduce the basic seven food groups,
down to four. Lo and behold, theU.S.D.A. went
'along ana presto, we haveour present food plan
half the sources being meat or dairy. With this
government program' gearing up in all schools,
end clinics in America, 'one thing was left
behind;
the $30 million ad campaign.
terminated with the introduction of the Basic
'Four in 1956.
"
'"
Reassessing the global needs of the seventies,
"one realizes that grain fed cattle use fuel that
could go to grain fed humans. Costratiosstill
'favor a less meat oriented diet-for pcrsonswlth
low incomes. Te$ts being, performed and ones
lately released advise persons with high meat
intake that' serious heart' disease, arteiosclero'sis. obesity and digestive problems can result
from such a diet, The Senate Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs wilL be presented
with a plan later thisyear on theadvantag;5
of
a diet which utilizes more uncooked and raw
foods as il viable
protein and essential
ingre~ieiIt
source.
The' nutritionists . six
essen,tials: proteins, fats carbohydrates, vita~
mins.miner,als and water, are in ample supply
fromplllnt sources.
The next time you're tearing into a dead ,steer.
ask yourself,aml
really gettingmy,'1Doney's
worth, .and is the resultant heartburn. a .signal
the inner pits that oldnurnber 1 is making ,
,a'fatalrnistake?
'
"
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Hoffman reveals AGB
,

Times change, times change'
Editor, the Arbiter:
Thanks for' holding some
space ill your paper. I'm a little
late, but here goes.
For' those who don't know,
I've been writing sad, obnoxious
letters for, five years now,
complaining about the usual
sordid state of affairs collectively known as Boise, by the river,
State.
By way of introduction, I'm 28,
a would- be political science
major, tired of fighting bureaucrats, computers
sprinklers,
traffic cops, lead-head professor
and various other calamities. I
came every year to find classes I
need for graduation, cancelled, ,

the Political Science Center still
in that gray clapboard shack,
ill-funded, overworked,
while
200 yards away sits a multi-million dollar white elephant known
as the Science Education Building.
Through the grapevine, I hear
that Dean Keppler is "improving the status of BSU academia," firing professors right and
.left in the name' of progress. I
walk down a congested mall,
between classes, only. to be
saturated by misguided 'sprinklers, -watering the concrete and
anything else in the vacinity. '
Movies that are supposed to
be free are now a quarter, even
though the Programs
Board

recieves more, money every
year. The games room is
populated
by high school
jerkies: the library is underselved; the food in the cafeteria
sticks to the plate; it's irnpossible to cross the street without
taking your 'life into your own
hands.
Above all, Iresent paying more
and more each year, for my
education, and find it lacking in
every area, except sports. Yes, a
Bronco State still has its pride.
You might ask, why don't I
leave? Well, why don't you
leave? I love it here, couldn't
imagine living any where else.
Thanksand see you soon· '
Mike Green

Officer
Library. hours questioned
.

Eciltor; the Arbiter:
.I am a freshman' at this
formidable institution, lind alione desiring to devote great
amounts of energy to bettering'
myself intellectually, I require
the use of the library most
evenings. I'm sure most students understand this need.
After a 'Iong. difficult day of
manual labor Saturday, Ilooked
forward to an evening of quiet,
cool reading and reasoning.
Because of a lot of loud musie
and some house repair going on
in the apartments where I live, it
would have been impossible to
concentrate my faculties to the
purpose at hand. Therefore, I
was hoping to be privileged to
the use of the Boise .State
University Library.
Vh. no.
The 'library
closes at five
o'clock. Sharp.
. BLAST AND DAMN!
. Does the administration be, Iieve that our minds close down

'.
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for the weekendt-Are we to be
likened to the full moon, which
glows in orgasmic ecstacy for a
while, then ebbs" arid finally
,disappears?
,
, This situation has existed. as I
!I'nderstand it, for' a number of
years. I guess there have been
no other complaints about it,
because after all, if there .had
been, the administration would
have responded to the students
need promptly., They always
have. Haven't they?
Although 'others apparently
place this complaint low on their.
priority list, I'feel that it is a'
serious
enough
matter
to
warrant the quick attention ,of
the ;'student body and thestudent administration ingeneral. For those of us who desire
an occasional relief from the
weekends baser pleasures' let's
see what we can do about
placing the library, on the'
students ·'things·to-do-Saturday-night" list.
: Old Petroon

needs
assistance
To the&:utor,

(This' may seem like, a long,
involved process but, in truth, it
can be done in the space of an
afternoon).
Most grade related problems
are taken care of in one of these
three meetings, but, if after
following this procedure you arc
still unsatisfied you should tile
an Academic; Grievance. To do
this, you should contact the
Student Body Vice President.
He or she will help you to fill out
the proper
form and will
proceed to organize a time and
place for your case to be heard.
At the time of the hearing, you
and the faculty member wiII be
allowed
an opportunity
to
present your respective cases.
The board will then weigh the
evidence and make a decision.
Students should not feel that
the cards are, in any way,
stacked against them. In fact,
the great majority of cases in
which I've been involved have
been de~ided in the favor of the'
student.
Remember, as a student you
have a right to a grade that is an
equitable reflection of your level
of performance. Don't settle for
anything less.

Fellow students,
In my letter this week, I'd like
to tell you about an agency of
the ASBSU that every student,
should
be aware
of, the
Academic Grievance
Board,
This board assures the right of
due process for those students
who feel they have been given
an unfair grade. The Board
itself is composed
of five
students (a student senator from
each of the five schools), five
faculty members,
and one
administrator.
The board is
chaired by the student body vice
President who, this year, is
Chris Rudd.
Here's how it works. Imagine
that you have received a grade
in English Composition which
you feel to be unfair. Your first
step is to talk with your
instructor., The two of you may
discover that the grade is the
result of a technical error and
can be corrected at that level. If,
however" you receive no satisfaction, present your problem to
the chairman of the department
in which the faculty member in
question teaches. If, again, you
fail to resolve the problem,
speak with the Dean of the
school in which the particular
academic department is housed ..

Mike Hoffman

Arbiter,

I'd like to talk for a minute
about the problem of small town
drivers driving in big cities. I'm
an 'officer
(I shall remain
nameless) and this last week I
was rear ended by some kid
driving it green Impala. He was
'from a small town up in North
Idaho and hadlittle experience
in Boise driving.
.
The week before - I had
investigated an accident involv, ing a Boise driver and a
small-town "North Idaho driver
in a red mustang. He had been
"blinded by' the sun," missed
an intersection and totaled both
his and the other driver's
vehicle.
To small towntdrivers:
drive
carefully _Take time to learn the
fundamentals
of city driving.
It's different from tearing up
some back-hills road.
- To Boise drivers: drive very
defensively,
.
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You may notice in perusing our
newspaper that thi~ weeks effort
bears several new columns and
, some stylistic changes ..Included
are a book review, The Last
Word,by Bar-WiI'aim Rawl··
ings, a television.review-cumguide, PrIme Stuff, by
McGuire, and, beginning this
week, Chuck Bufe's column,
Back In the USSA, will be
alternatedweekly
with commentarybyMikeHughes.
We
hope these changes will in.
crease yourl'Cading
pleasure
and, the aesthetic value of the I'
Arbiter:.
.. '
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Mike IsbeU; Lay-:out Editor I',
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7 rooms filled with umque ~'li'
gifts at the RIGHT PRICE,
,
.Tor you and your" friends

Officer X

including: CANDLES, BASKETS, TOTE
BAGS,JEWELRY,: STATIONARY,
PARTY SUPPLIES

To the Readcl'l!l:
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Open Monday-Friday
l,Oam-6pm
Saturday 12pm-4pm

4915 Gage StU
'Boise, ra 83704 ~
Ph 345-8674 ~:
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10% STUDENT & FACULTY
DISCOUNT OFF ANY
MERCHANDISE IN STOCK
'GOOD·UNTILOCT.

WITH STUDENT ill,'

Behind Gary's Stereo, off Orchard,
betW'ee~"Fairview.&Emerald
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People {?)

An Armbiter Quesfiona;re:

Stump

, Pickle is to cucumber as Armbiter is to :
,

,

A) Four More Years
,B)' Winkle Rotary engine'
C) a MolitoY cocktail
.
.0) is it any of your business?
E) never on Sundays, ~butoft~n
on Labor Day of every fourth Leap Year

T',
'

,

"

by Mark Brough

F) all of the above (excluding A thru F)

If you onswe~ this question correctly,
comesee us

'"11"'"

A'.

•

tI'

J

a.

[answers on page 17]

AND 11'US IS MY PtR/vllT
1D cAe~ A Ct'NcEAL£D
WI:AR)N. '

11'1 'WNNA HAVE TO
SEE =eME I.D. fOR

nilS Olea

II 1ft

I ne Jb\rOITer, ,:)..u.

1. In the TV series "Leave Itto
Beaver,"
what did Eddie
Haskell call "Theodore" other
than Beaver?
2. What memorable movie does
this dialogue come from:
Colleen Miller: "Who are you
m'sieur?"
Tony Curtis: "A man who
loves you dearly. I could not ten
you this before when there was
much to do."
3.. Who sang "Let's Live for
Today"?
4. What hotel was the home of

the Bradleys of Petticoat Junetion?,
"
5. What was Betty Grable's last
FoJ' film?
6. Name the original mambers
of the Supremes.
'
7. In the Andy Griffith Show,
who was Mayberry's'
lone
telephone operator?
8. Wilen did "The Birds" attack
Tippi Hendren?
9. Which Chuck Berry song is
said tobe autobiographical?
10. What was Dr. Zorba's first
name in "Ben Casey"?
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MIke GObert, sophmore: "Yes,
if the people want to do
so they should have the right.
You and I all know that there is
already a lot of it going on. Why
don't they (BSU) sell beer and
take the profits and place them
back into the stadium for more
funds?"
Gary L. Anchustlng, junior: "I
think it should be open fer
drinking at Bronco Stadium as
well as indoors. I don't see any
reason why not, as long as it's a
person of legal age. Who has
the right to say whether they
should or shouldn't drink

I ARBITER I Page 9
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Scott Wigle, Junior: "There are,
people that are upset very much
about drinking in Bronco Stadium. All in all, I think the State
Board is way out of line and that
they should let the state laws
take care of the drinking
problem. If that doesn't work,
perhaps there should be a
drinking section and a non-drinking section in the stadium, so
that the 'people that are really
against it can avoid it if they
want to, and not have it placed

~

TIlE

MIke Plccolattl, senior: "It's not
everybody, but there will be
those that will get drunk.
Football games are notoriously
exciting events. People get
excited; even when there is no
booze people get rowdy and
throw things. I have visions of
bottles flying through the air,
cans flying through the air,
fights. When there is a lot of
excitement and people drinking
Ithink there's going to be some
... possible trouble I"

Debbie' Frahm, sophmore: "I
don't feel that people should be
allowed to bring alcoholic
.beverages
to a ball game,
because they can lose their 'self
control and harm somebody
else, or even after they get done
drinking throw the beer can
down into the stadium and hit
somebody and injure them. But
I also feel that you can't tell
people that they can't drink at a
ball game, because it's violating
part of their rights as a human
being, as an American citizen."

nOVInG
llErOnTEIT
Should wcohol be allowed In
Bronco'Stadlum'?

Brett Pederson; 'freshml1D: "I
really don't tllink we need it. As
far as that' goes if they want to
go get drunk they can go party
:on their own time. They can stop
by the bars-or the store and go
ahead and get it then. But I
think BSU should be used for
studying and learning. not for
drinking."
~'

Penelope Constantlkes,
soph"Perhaps the Students of
Boise State should have the'
right to decide, a vote."

1m' more:

Joe Jacoby, freshml1D:,,"1 don't
see why not if the people want to
do it ... They want to drink in the
stadium, I don't see any, real
'harm in it."
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Hypno.tism possible answer to overeating foodaholics
.,
To those who blew the diet
they thought was their "last
chance,"
a message: there's
always another chance, and
another and another. In Boise
there are literally hundreds of
people who understand
the
suffering caused by compulsive
overeating and w~o", reaching
out to help you.
Dr Paul Streib, of the Boise
'Hypnosis
Center (342-5751)
works with overweights,
to
"remove the subconscious causes of which excess weight is a
symptom."
He describes
his
treatment as a holistic ap-.
preach,
and reports
great
success. His treatment as a
success. His fee is $120 for four '
sessions.
The Schick Center (377-5300)
relies onaverslon
therapy and
behavior modification as treatments •for' self-defeating; compulsive behaviors.,
.
The Diet Center (call Debbie
Preece,
377-2022) offers a
well-balanced. 750-calorie 'diet,
daily counseling and weigh-ins,
a dietary supplement, and a
guaranteed 17-30 pound loss in
six weeks--all for S125. To boot,

ior modification course and' a
lifetime of weekly weigh-ins and
counseling
to Diet Center
members.
The people at the European
Health Spa (343-4917) stress
firming and toning of the body
in their luxurious exercise-eguip
ment room, their pools, sauna,
and steam room. They offer
'several diets, individual programs
and counseling
for
SI6-$23 a month. Women attend,
MWF, men Tfh Sat, and it's
, cooed Friday evening and all day
Sunday.
The Elaine Powers' Figure
Salon (342.2663) is for women
only. Uteypreach
sensible
exercise and sensible eating for
figure control and have exercise
equipment, tailor-made individual programs, counseling and
daily weigh-insfor under $10 a
month.
WEIGHT Watchers (800-4535031) is a P ro fit making
organization which offers membersweight-Ioss programs (diet'
s), 'urges attendance of weekly
meetings until a 'goal weight, is
reached, then sponsors nine'
. weeks of maintliinance. The cOst
is 57 to join (510 startin~ Oet.l0)

then $3 a week thereafter.
cost next to nothing would be of
TOPS (Take
Off Pounds
great help to overweights.
Boise City Recreation (384Sensibly) is a non-profit organ4128)'will soon be starting an
ization (call Tim Huitt at
344-6068 or Jo Howse at
evening jogging group. Their
375-7454) which uses group
gym (With showers, saunas, and
a weight room) is open. free to
iherapy
methods for weight
control and which urges memthe public, from 8 a.rn. to
bers to stick toa
sensible
11 p.m.
.' doctor-approved diet. It's $9 to
The JJSU Physical Education
Department ·offers physical fitjoin the international organiza'ness classes' and one- called'
ion then. each club charges
individual weekly dues, usually
"Resistive exercise for figure
nominal.
controL", The BSU pool is open
Less widely known is a group
MWF 4:30-9:00, TTh 4:30-7:00,
called Overeaters Anonymous
SatSun 1:00·5:00; with laps
swims M·F 11:30-12:30~
.,
(call Nancy, 376-0585) which
treats overeating as a three-fold
If you're-a foodaholic, dial one
disease -mental, physical, and
of the numbers I've give.n' you,
spiritual. Modeled after theAA
or do like I did and call tham all
program, .OA' members give
'in a blitz. You meet
some
each other great support-in their
wonderful 'people and find all
efforts to stop bing~ eating.
sorts of things to help you.vlike
Weekly meetings, no weigh-ins,
:thisno-nonsence
TOPS, pledge,
no-surnames, FREE.'
, worthy of being engraved on
The YMCA (344'5501) and the
.. any. refrigerator door:
lam 'an .intelligent person,
YWCA (343-3699) ·bothoffer
excellent classes-dance, ercerIwill control my emotions, not
cise yoga, hypnosis. swimming,
let my emotions control me.
etc.--at reasonable prices;
Every time I am tempted to use
Community Education ,<345food to satisfy myt'rustrated
9911) fall classes begin very
desires, build up my injured
soon. Slimnastics, Slim & Trim,
ego or~ull my'senses
and several dance classes which
I \ViII. remember,

I'

Even though
overeat in
private
My excess poundage is there
for all the world to see.
What
it Fool I've Been.

-I,
,
1\

r
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meeting slated
Firs! caucus

. The first organizational caucus
meeting of the year is ,slated for
.September 29, 7:30 p.m, in the
Semite Chambers of the SUB.
According to Mike, Hoffman
ASBSU President, the intent of
this meeting "is to get students
from every living group and
recognized campus organizations together to discuss the
issues which effect the students
of BSU. Topics for discussion
will include
fee increases,
alcohol' on campus,' possible
boycott of Mardi Gras' , PavilIon
and Homecoming ... Hoffman,
added that this will be the first
of manysuch caucuses and that
theresu!twill
give " him
','a 'greater: feel of student
opinion' on P7rtinent. isslIes."

;t
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Historic houses open to
A "once:in-a-Iifetime"
event
is scheduled for September 25
when 22 historic and interesting
houses in the', Harrison Boulevard area of Boise will be open
to the public from noon until 5
pm.
Many of the homes have
stained glass windows, natural
_woodwork, ornate fireplaces and
antique furniture .• and some of
the newerhomes have unusual
decor. According to Arthur
Hart, director of the Idaho,
Historical Society. "Visitors will
get to see Idaho architecture
and decor from the Victorian era
up to the present in these 22
homes."
,
A non-profit organization, the
Friends of the Bishops' House,
is sponsoring the tour with all
proceeds going to restoration of
that "historic mansion.
Once
doomed to demolition. the 1890s
house was given to the Idaho
Historical Society and moved to

'state land near the old penitentiary.
Proceeds "will help with
restoration so the house can be
opened to the public for view
and use. There is no early
Victorian mansion in Southwest
Idaho and Eastern Oregon that
is open for school children,
groups. organizations and tourists.
Mrs. John' Dahlberg, chairman of the house 'tour. reports
that plans for thelast Sunday in
'September
include: free bus
service plus Harmon Travel's
London double-decker bus; a
collection of antique, classic arid
vintage cars for viewing: and a
'special booklet with drawings
and descriptions of each house
and its furnishings.'
,
Visitors are urged to wear
casual clothes and comfortable
shoes, she added, so they can
stroll down the Boulevard.
Houses have been grouped in

all

clusters to make it easier for
visitors to get to them.
Mrs. Dahlberg said headquarters have been donated at
White~Riedel Office, 1602 W.
Hays. and buses will depart
from that area, stopping at each'
house. A map of the route is on
each ticket and in the booklet.
"We want people to start at
any house if they have tickets,"
she noted, "and then they will
be able to see those that interest
them the most." Planning the
- route in advance will be helpful
for those with a special fondness
for certain decors, she added.
The event is tax-deductible
with tickets at $5 for adults, $3
for senior citizens and youths,
and booklets cost $1. They are
available at the Idaho Historical
Museum, all branches of the
First Security Bank, branches of
the Idaho State Bank, and
individuals in many communities.

NFF offers black fellowships "
Fellowships are being offered
to black Americans for field
research in Africa and the
'middle'
east. The National
Fellowship
Fund,
through
grants from the Ford Found'ations, is presenting this limited
number .of opportunities
for
those who qualify, and are at the
dissertation-year level.
To . be eligible, applicants
. must be enrolled or planning to

enroll in an accredited graduate
school, and submit scores for
their Graduate Record Examination Aptitude Test. The deadline for the December 10 test is
November 9, 1977.
The one-year award is open to
those of post-baccalaureate status holding a degree in the arts
or sciences. Awards will amount
, to $300 for books and supplies
and monthly allowance of $350,

and an additional $50 for each
dependent child.
Completed applications with
supporting documents must be
filed prior to January 5, 1978
with notification of award on
March 5, 1978. -The address is:
Graduate FellowshIps for Black,
Americans, ·Natlonal Fellowships fund, Sulte 484, 795'
Peachtree
St. NE, .Atlanta,
Georgla, 30308. '
.

155.- positions open
Positions aCthe' Idaho State
School & Hospital, just north of
Nampa. are available this fall"
through the Office of Volunteer
Services. This department
is
now providing through orientation, training, supervision, and
evaluation to those
people
interested in structured volunteer experiences with retarded
individuals. The first orientation
session will be October 5.
Wednesday; it will be held twice
that day for your convenience
from 9:00-11:30 a.m, and then
again from 6:00-9:30 p.m, You
need attend only one session.
Please . call the office
of
Volunteer
Services
for an
interview and registration. Hereafter,
orientation's
will be
offered monthly. All types of
people with all types of interests
and skills are invited to attend
and volunteer at ISS&H. Individuals under sixteen years of
age are encouraged to work in
special group projects. More
information about, this can be
obtained by calling Jane leeson, Director
of Volunteer
services, 466-9255 or 384-3506,
Ext. 319.
Examples of positions open
are: One-to-One
Therapeutic
Assistant, Teachers Aide, Technical Support Aide, Community Friend, Single-Event Staff
Assistant. In addition to these
-~s,
volunteers canalways
~e1lelpful in supportcapacities
such as sewing, bike repair,
laundry. medical records. transportation, etc. Those who have
an interest, and willingness to
help, positions matching their.
abilities and 'interest and residents' needs will be identified
, and training provided. Occasionally special needs arise, such
as the position of Video Tape
Recording Specialist assistant.

Be sure to let ISS&H know .
about your willingness to help.
Benefits for volunteers in'elude the expressed and felt
rewards of giving to and helping
others less fortunate. it's true
that giving is twice blessed,
especially when,' your giving
enriches someone's life. While
you are volunteering, you are
covered with a liability insurance, given a free meal, qualify
for some tax benefits, and have
access to ISS&H In-Service
Training. College credit can be
pre-arranged.
Apprebension about working
with retarded people, especially
those who currently live in an
institution, is common. However, assumptions that lead to
this apprehension
are usually
not based
in" fact.
Some
assumptions you may have arc:
all retarded people are deformed, all retarded people drool and
cannot control their eliminations,
retarded
people are
violent, working with retardates
would be too depressing .....
NOT TRUE!
If you arc
interested in the facts, call for a
presentation to be given to your
class, club, or organization, or,
for individuals. call, to sign-up
for one of the regular educational presentations.
Donations of clothing, toys
and money are always needed.
Current special projects in need
of support are: Cbapel Chlmes Monies are being generated to
purchase and install chimes in
the All Faiths Chapel, send your
donation to ISS&H and be sure
to specify the destination.
Thempeutle Playground· - Monies are being generated
to
purchace-materials
for groupings of logs and bars that would
foster therapeutic
movement.
Christmas Presents "are also
needed: Call for 'details.

i

ASBSU holds interviews
The ASBSU will be interviewing for Broadcast Board chairperson, members of the Broadcast, Board Committee, Health
Sciences, Senator. and Arts and

The followinq
orqcrrizctions are
in 'danger of losing
their recognition
by BSU:
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
ARCHERY CLUB"
BSU HONORS
COUNCIL
JUDO CLUB
A representative of
tn ese .9 1'0 U ps
should 'contact the
Student Activities.
Office 2nd floor
SUB by Thursday
September ,22.

Sciences Senator on September
19 and 22.
Senators must be from the
school they are to represent.
The Senate shall bethe supreme
policy-making
body of the
ASBSU* shall initial and approve all by-laws or student
regulations, shall grant official
recognition to campus organizations, and shall have legislative.
authority over all ASBSU funds.
Broadcast Board is responsible for developing and implementing broadcasting
policies
for the Student Radio Station,
Anyone interested in applying
for the position of Health
Sciences Senator or Arts and
Sciences Senator must have
their application In.by Tuesday.
September 20: Applications for
Broadcast Board must bein by
Thurday,' September 22. Applications may be picked up in the
ASBSUOffice in the SUB.

Photo I.D.s will be' taken every
Thursday from 10a.ro. to 2p.m
in the SUB. Location will be
" Posted.
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Title IX ...
[cont. &om page

51

"that's
an ideal goal," to,
"those who produce the most
should get the most,"
In order to get an objective
approach to the dilerna, one
must consider that most of-the
major sports that bring in
revenue' are men's programs
such as football. Some interpret
this to mean that .because they
produce the most they should
recieve the highest amount of
money for the benefit of the
school. Does that allow for equal
opportunity? According to Nadeau, "Men don't care how.
women run there program as
longas itdoesn'thurt them,"
This rationale could indicate

inherent powers of a state board
committee to have any positive
outcome on the issued. "If the
committee was to 'have any
affect at all it should be changed
to 11' commission," commented
Welsh.
The major question that seems
to be circulating is: Does the
philisophical precept of equal
opportunity mean equal rights?
Obviously this question suffers
several different interpretations.
The administrative ~meaning'
can revolve anywhere" from,

exactly what the administration
has done in reference to Title
IX.
Mike Hoffman, ASBSU president, explained exactly what
would take place. "Health and
Welfare will come in and
investigate, and if they find we
don't comply with specifications
we might possibly lose some
federal funds."
Although Hoffman has the
power to withdraw the' complaint, he feels that he should
wait for Health and Welfare
results.
.
"The complaints started students working together,"
he
said, "and that's important for

an institution,"
Hoffman appears to be most
interested in the establishment
of a time line on the issue, to see
when things will be done.
In closing
the interview,
Hoffman said that he was
pleased with the response of the
. University and Dr. Bullington.
After the complaint
was
issued,
the department
of
Student
Services
issued
a
questionaire
regardingBSU
athletics and fees, which was
submitted by Howard Welsh.
The basic abjective of the
questionaire was to identify with
reasonable clarity the attitudes
BSU students have toward -the
payment of a mandatory athletic
fee. It was also designed to
provide information about student attitudes toward Affirmative Action as it is relevant to
the .establishment of' financial
priorities for the Department of
Athletics:-- ,
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The results of the questionnaire were consist ant with the
election results of 1976-77, in
effect,
a rejection
by the
majority for a fee increase. The
critical question
given the
existing athletic fee, haw can
equal opportunity for men and
women be provided?
Noteworthy, however, is that
Howard Welsh, who began the
complaint, was relieved of his
duties before the end of his term
by Lenny Hertling, past ASBSU
president.' The grounds, of the
dismissal were' not discussed.
Although Title IX in this
complaint deals specifically with
women's athletics, it encompasses everything from scholarship availability to discrimination in housing.
With no formal action being
taken at this time, we can
conclude the BSU officials feel
they are within the confines of
Title IX.

------~-------------------------~----------------~--------------------SU'rvey determlnesottltudeson athletic funding

The ASBSU, along with In.,'
Jack .Christiansen's
Statistics
class, conducted a survey in the
Spring 1977 semester to determine student attitudes on BSU
athletic funding.
The respondents were asked to
suggest an equitable percentage,'
arrangement
for distributing
student athletic fees (tablet).
and to state attitudes toward
change of the present policy
(tables 3 and 4):
The results of the first question

,

Table 2

••••a Women 41.6%
Ratio of men to women among
full-time BSU students, Spring
1977
'

Table 3

'I!mB~aElI1ll~.~fd!I

ranged from 97%.3~ in favor of
the men's program to 60%40%
in favor of the women's.
However,
the', average
was
amazingly close to the actual sex
distribution of full-time students
at BSU (table 2).
Responses to the second question inPicatedthatabout
81 % of
the participants
favor from
slight to rapid change in favor of
the women's program. A few
.respondants even favored reversing the present sy~em.

/f.I '

$Men's '76-77 athletic budget:
Stadium operations
$ 21,SOO
Administration
118,016
Football
296.075
Basketball
93,139
Baseball
30,319
Track
38,762
Wrestling
25,206
Tennis
8,892
Skiing
-0Golf
8,098
Administrative assistant
and secretary
''28,Soo

Men 93%.

''''·5

TOTAL

;, Women 7%t
Actual distribution
funds

,A. I favor reducing women's
athletics
B. I favor maintaining about
what we have now

0%
\",.""""",,,,,,,,,,,

14.3%

~~'!"!!l'fl!l
.•!!t1"A,!,,,,,!i§'-'i'·

C. I favor a slight reduction
of men's athletics

b'!' ' '!i",,!j'

D. I favor a 10-year equalization

~"·~2j·!!l'Il&,I,·m.~,,;a~:~""liIl·',m·
'E' 27.5%

E. I favor equalization

.gm~'·li·~"<1i·
iil'·~d!' 26.7%

'77-78

F. I favor reversing the present
,
system

26.7%

~3.6%

$668,S07

of athletic

j

1

.,11

0

Tlilile 1

.&m~eJWomen

Table 4

TOTAL:

41%

!J

tWomen's '76-77 athletic
, "
budget:
Administration
$22,200
Field Hockey
4,349
Basketball
. 7,SSS
Gymnastics
4,343
Track and Field
4.S84
Softball
-0Tennis
2,25S

"

$SO,321

U

Average student recommendation for dispersal of athletic
funds

1

GPB

announces
·n~w pl'edges·
ALL SUBJECTS
The Delta Beta chapter of the
Fast, professional. and proven
Gamma Phi Beta' sorority is
quality. Choose from our library of
pleased to announce the follow7,000 toplcs.Sl3nd $1.00 for the,
ing thirteen new pledges: Sue
current edition of our 220 pl!ge
. mail' order catalog.
Baker, Debbie Blankinship, Kit
Bounds, Wendy Cooper, Linda
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
Dworak,> Dixie Feller,' Marsa
11322 IDAHOAVE., No.206-E,
Herian, ,Marci
Maule,
Lori
' LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 ' .
McDonald, Julie Parsons, Jody
(213) 477-8474
.'
Rhine, Mary Beth VanDecar,
papers
and Julie Woodall -all of Boise.
research- purposes only.
The prospective members will '
spend one semester learning the
I Ple;;r~;~:;,~7---;
history, organization, and ideals
1
Enclosed IS'$1.
I
of Gamm,aPhLBeta,before
they
are eligible
for invitation.
Name ,
!
- During their pledgesllip, pled1Address
ges musralso meet scholastic
I City,
'
.I
requirements' as .•established by I State
' -:_
• . Zip
L.:__ ...;__
....
.__.....~,I
~
BSU and Gamma Phi Beta.

J

0'; ",;","

,i. ,old ''','

I

I

I

..
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Revolutionary ...
identity, you lose· value to the
organization. 90% of your value
[eent. from page 4)
comes from the fact that you are
unknown.
Q.: What would they have done
to you if you had been caught?'
historian,
as I analyze the
Dr. B.: Well, my friends that
Cuban revolution in the' course
were arrested were sentenced to
of the last ten years
have
30 years in prison. They are still
written four books on tlhe topic)
but as I look at it objectively, I see in Cuba serving the sentence.'
They were men who were at the
the revolution has contributed
time 110r 18 years of age. So
positively in some aspects and
there are about 32 or 34. Others
that some credit must be given
were executed
according to
to some of their, achievements.
what their crime was,
On the other hand, from a
Q.: SO, then the underground
personal view-point, there was
forged a Secret, Police permit
never any doubt in my-mind that
.and you just took a commercial
I believe in the right to dissent
airlines out.
for everyone and when the goDr. B.: To New York City.
vernrnent began to crack down
Q. Somebody with the underon that right, I had two choices.
ground met you there?
Castro said It, "You are either
Dr. B.: No, I came by myself.
with the revolution or' agnfnst
Q.: You just walked onto the
the revolution," and I choose to
street?
fight against It.
Dr. B.: Yeah.
Q.: What do you call the
Q.: What did you do then?
revolution against the revoluDr.··B.: I went to the Empire
tion?
State building. I have always
Dr. B.: A semantical problem ...
wanted to see it. I had always
A Marxist would say that a
seen it on the American movies.
revolution against a revolution
So when I made it to downtown
is a counter revolution. But
New York, I looked for the
there is a specialist, on revolubuilding, saw it and realized I
tion, Professor Hannaharendt,
didn't have .anywher~
to
who says, "Counter-revolution
go. It was a very cold winter
is that which surpresses the
that year in New York. As a
right of spiritual developement,
matter of fact, I recall the
freedom of speech, freedom of
newspapers had said it was the
the intellect."
coldest winter in twenty years.
Q.: At what stage in the game
All I had was summer clothes
did you have to escape?
from Cuba, the clothes I was
Dr. D.: Well, by mid 1960, the
. wearing. The government would
underground movement connot allow you to take anything
sisted of several thousand men.
else .. The next sixteen day-s, I
Toward the end of September,
slept on the subways where I
the Secret Police broke into our
was fairly warm and .cozY... a
cell.' Of the group that w.p had at
little bit frightened, needless to
that point, two of our group
say. After 16 days of looking I
were .captured and threeof us
found a job' washing dishes.
were ablc to escape. I was told
Q.: What's your opinion of the
that the Secret Police knew our'
Castro government today?
identities. The underground
Dr. B.: Well, I think first of all
then advised me that the tJ,mc
that the revolution. has been
bad come for me to leave.
consolidated and Cuba will have
Another reason is that once, in
a socialist revolution for generathe urban guerilla situation,
tions to come.
once the police know' your

,I.

Q.: Consolidated?

Dr. B.: That's right, now he has
really established his political
power and he really has no
threat, either from within or
from without. The revolution is
secure now. I think the two
major achievements
of the
revolution to date are in the
area "of education and health
care.
Q.: What do you think of
America's
recent change of
policy towards Cuba?
Dr. B.: I am personally in favor
of it. I think that If the United
States can recognize Red China,
there Isn't really a reason not to
recognize the Cuban government. But secondly, I thinkthat
once recognition is established,
chances are that the international tension that has existed
between the two countries and
which has had as impact in the
Caribbean and Latin American
countries will decrease. I think
that is good for the United
States.
Q.: You'd be in favor of full
diplomatic relations then?
Dr. B.: Yes I will. I also think
that with a full diplomatic
relationship, it might give the
United States a certain amount
of leverage to exercise some
pressure in Cuba as far as
Cuba's intervention abroad, as
in Angola. I believe that if you
are able
to reach
some
compromises. As long as theyare not talking, there is going to
be a conflict situation.
Q:: Are you active' right now in
the revolution?
Dr. B.: ,No, I stopped political
activities in 1965 and since then,
my attention has beem centered
on doing .research and writing
about the revolution,
Latin'
America' and the Caribbean.
area.
Q.: No regrets?
Dr. B.: No regrets at al!. If Ihad
it to do all over again, I'd do it
all over again.
Q.: Something a little off the
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that you can intluence any
matter is first by looking at it
very objectively,
trying
to
understand it and then departin from there.
Q.: What exactly
is your
position at BSU?
Dr. B.: I am associate professor
with the history dept. and mv
area of specialization is Latin
American history _I also teach a
course on Western civilization.
I am also on the Presidential
Search Committee. We have
already done the ground work
and are beginning to accept
nominations. The chairman of
the committee hopes that by this
March, we will start making
recommendations
to the State
Board of Education concerning
the next president of BSU.
Q.: After all your political
interests,
you've
ended
up
teaching. I was wondering how
you reconcile .thaLwith
your
revolutionary ideals.
.
Dr. B.: Well, ! think that
teaching can be a very revolutionary profession, not because
Q.: How about that group in
the professor is revolutionary,
Miami? What's your opinion of
their effectiveness?
but because of -the young men
Dr. B.: The Cuban refugee
and women are going to be the
community in Miami no longer
ones that will change the world
is able to do anything concerntomorrow
and that is the
tradition of a true revolutionary.
ing the overthrow of the Castro
government:
Their activities
those who
effect change
now are' centered on applying
within the society. I find it
pressure on the U.S. not to
extremely rewarding and excitresume diplomatic
relations'
ing to be involved in this type of
with Cuba. The majority of the
activity:'
refugees are opposed to that.
In terms of what I expect from
0.: Why is that? '
my students. The most importDr. B.: Well, Iwould say mainly
ant thing is for them to learn to
because of emotional reasons.
be critical, to be able to look at
They came to this country in the
different issues objectively and
belief that the United States was
to make conclusions based on
going to overthrow the" Castro
fact. Not necessarily do I expeet
government.
Seventeen years
them to agree with me. As a
have gone by and they. find that
matter of fact, I always tell them
the United States is about to
they are welcome to. disagree.
make friends.
It's like an .. The . philosopher
Kierkegaard
emotional reaction that I thin,k is
once said, "Oh God, if on the
.very typical' of exiles, who have
,right hand you gave me absolute
been uprooted and forced to flee
truth and on your J.eft hand for .
their home country.
me the constant search for
Q.: wtJy are you different?
. absolute truth, I would humblyDr. B.: Well, let's put it this
bow before your right. hand and
way, I think that I can get very
choose your left hand for
emotional about some issues. I
absolute truth is only for thee."
get very emotional when I come
I believe in that and I believe
to discuss the issue of political
that the university provides that
repression insideJ2uba but I have
type of. continuous search for
always felt that the only way
new truths;

subject. Recently, I have been
hearing that Castro boasted lie
had both Kennedys put away
because they were after him. Do'
you believe that?
Dr. B.:. No I don't. I can tell you
Castro never made a statement
to that effect. I keep very close
track of everything published in
Cuba and the position of Castro
all along was that the Cuban
government had absolutely no. thing to do with the assasinations. As a matter of fact.recentIy hetold Senator Frank Church,
I believe,
he would make,
available to the sub-committee
on political assassinations, all of
the documents and materials
that the Cuban government has
on that particular subject.
I think that if you go all the way
back to the aasasination of John
Kennedy, you will find in some
newspapers, particularly in Miami among the Cuban refugee
community, claims that Castro
was involved. But without proof.

Come to th~Odentation
Meeting on
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STUDENTEXCHANGE 385-1280:

by lUck Mattoon
High Rollers! Big Casinos I
Blackjack!
Sound like Las
Vegas? It should, because that's
the description of Las Vegas
Night, sponsored by ARA F09d
Service.
On September 22 from 4:30 11:00, the ARA dining hall will
take on the atmosphere of Las
Vegas. The event is used to .
'.'Welcome Home the Broncos"~'
froln their successful road trip.
Tom 'Beeler, student manager
for ARA,sai~
this year the
evening will be .bigger and
bettcr than in, previous years.
He noted that 20 more blackjack
taoleswill be added in the ~ig
Casino and Little Casino and

three more craps tables. A new
addition to Las Vegas Night are
.the roulette tables.
The Big Casino is where' all
people can participate in. But
big stakes and more serious
gambling will be, found in the
Little Casino or, "High Rollers." .
It will take more money to enter
High Rollers andwill be "more
of an elite crowd."
During the dinner (which goes,
from 4:30 to 7:00) and the
gambling (from 4:30 to 8:00) live
entertainment will be an added
feature. Today's Reaction will
provide background music or
"show music," Then at 9:30,
the group will "crank it up for
boogie music."

After all the gambling is done.
all the play money won by the
gambling will
used for an'
auction.
Beeler refused
to
elaborate on what all the prizes
were, but said they are "well
worth doing serious gambling
f~r," He did say four human
slaves 'will be sold. two males
and two females.
. Everyone is invited, Beeler
added. Meal ticket holders can
, enter free of charge, and others
can pay $3.68 for dinner,
gambling,
and music.
The
dance will be free. He encourages all to dress up for, this
casino-type affair" but noted
that .being comfortable' is a
prerequisite forentrance.

be
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Hoffman ...
Hoffman expressed the same
sentiment regarding the proposed APA amendment, saying
•'they (the Board) want free rein
to control the [students'] lives
and ... the students' educational
costs.'.'
The proposal asserts that the
amendment would "give the
.Board the leeway necessary to
fulfiUits statutory responsibilitie~; .. without going through a
lengthy and expensive 'public
hearing.'
.. The amendment
would allow policies to "be set
by the
State
Board
and
approved by the legislature
without
the ~lieanng
procedure," said Swenson.
Senator Edith Mi1Ier Klein,
chairperson of the state senate
Judiciary and Rules Committee,
said "we have quite a number of
Supreme Court decisions which
indicate that administrative
actions without some right of
appeal to the courts by the
citizens
affected
would be

unconstitutional. "
"There's one advantage of
this to us," Hoffman admitted.
"If the university needs to have
something passed at a Board
. meeting, we're subject to the
same [restrictions] in any action
we take. A hearing can not only
bog them down, ... it can bog us
down;" He added, though, that
the convenience created by the
amendment was not worth the
loss of protection, stipulating:
"I don't feel that the Board
Should just arbitrarily at their
whim, be able to raise student
fees.
"In the past, I have to say,
they've always given opportunity for input. I feel that as long
as they give opportunity for
input and listen to the students,
the students will be willing to
cooperate with them and not use
the APA," continued Hoffman.
"But in cases when these
questions are arbitrarilv decided
by the Board without input, we
<

MSTI ...

[cont. &om page 1]
need that protection."
Swenson pointed out that in
certain areas the State Board,
"in running the universities, are
not acting in the same capacity
as passing laws that affect all
the people of the State of
Idaho .... there are certain areas
where it should apply." He
went on to say that the areas
listed in the proposal were those
that he felt "the Administrative
Procedures
Act was never
intended to apply to."
As members of the general
public as weU as of the academic
community, Klein said, students should have the right of
appeal "basic to any administrative - agency.
I certainly
wouldn't favor [the amendment]
if...it would eliminate the right
of affected students to appeal."
"These
areas where the
Board acts are arc still not
exempt from legislative
review,"
explained
Swenson,
"and legislation against the

Board Policy, that avenue is still
open."
,.-"
The State Board tried to
initiate a broader exemption
from the APA in the last
legislative session, without suecess. "Generaliy speaking, I am
not forgrantillg
exemptions
from the Administrative Procedures Act," said Senator John
Barker, head of the senate
Health, Education and Welfare
Committee.
"On the other
hand, there are some areas that
would seem to permit some
exemptions. A few years ago,
exemptions were granted by the
legislature
to the Industrial
Accident Board. There were
some very good reasons for
granting these exemptions, and
it seemed to meet most any
reasonable tests."
Klein affirmed this stand,
stating that any legal deviation
from the APA would have to be
"an exemption which could be

justified."
Janet Hay of the State Board,
at their last meeting, stated that
Swenson "reviewed the legislation which we approved at the
last board meeting and he has
-agreed to introduce that legislation in the next session of the
legislature. Mr. Swenson is Mr.
Integrity; I know he will carry
through on his' promise to the
Board." Ms. Hay's statement
was the first public indication of
any action to exempt the Board
from the AP A in the upcoming
session.

"Anytime you're dealing with
removing
protection . to ' the
rights of individuals, that's very
major,"
concluded
Hoffman.
"There's a good chance that the
students
could support
an
exemption from the APA in
certain areas. But these I don't
feci at this time are areas where
we could."

[eont, &om page 1]

representative, Linda Norberg,
Relations for BSU. "We do alot
VoTeeh senator,
and Sam
in one spurt. in one short sprint
Morotto, Director ofBSU Food
-then, we hit the tape, we have
Services.
.a little celebration,
and 'we
" A Boise University ~ay is in the
. decide whether or not to do it
" works at the Tumor Institute.
again' ...
Student,
faculty, . and staff
Mercy was contacted as a
would be' invited. A tour would"
direct
result
of. the BSU
be presented and participants
outreach.
. would be allowed to view the
"The attempt is being made, "
accelerator . arid see firsthand
says Mercy, "To get other units
the Institutes progress in the
ofthe community involved, such
fight against .cancer.
'as the university. In fact, Dr.
"Before we acquire our accelBullington just approved this
erator you had to go to Portland
involvement,
just had 'the
or Seattle to get it, ana- then to
organizational meeting."
get the medical knowledge and
The meeting referred to was
the doctors you want you often
the Shenandoah Organizational
had to go to Stanfordto get that
meeting, which was held Septkind of treatment."
emeber 13th, and was attended
It has been observed at MSTI
by such as Mr. Mercy, Reid
and
at other centers where the
Walters, Alpha Kappa PsiPR
treatment of cancer is the main
Director, Steve Robertson,
objective
that the patients
chairman'
of, the Programs
Board, Bud Humphrey, Arbiter

'themselved
attach a certain
stigma to being i1I with cancer.
A major reason people fore go
treatment
is because of the
distracting physical effects often
visible to the public at large."
Cancer patients often attempt to
hide the fact that they have the
disease.
The use of the Cobalt method
could telegraph their condition
to the public. There is less of a
chance that the linear accelerator would cause unattractive
side-effects. So, besides being a
more physically effective cancer
fighting tool, the accelerator is'also an effective weapon against
the .sometimes more debillitating psychological damage. It not
only kills more cancer and less
vital tissue,
it opens
the
medicine to more patients who
would otherwise put treatment

off until the time is past when
nothing can be done ..
Other meetings are planned in
other towns.
One way to
encourage participation in the
project is an open challenge to
the four similar institutions in
.the state and 460 others across
the nation. The challenge is to
participate in a project such as
the Shenandoah musical in an
effort to increase public awareness and elicit public concern.
"More than just money is the
awareness of what can be done,
that we have this facillity here,
and that we'd like to, in some
way, help to beat cancer in your
lifetime."
The committee is planning a
banquet the evening of the
Boise opening of the play. It wi1l
be given in the SUB with the
hoped-for attendance of 13000

reserved scats aiding in the
charity ·raUy. When the banquet
was completed, everyone would
adjourn to the Boise High
School to enjoy the premier
performance of Shenandoah.
"We feel that we aren't going
to have any trouble seUing
tickets. We feel that they'll' go
very quickly."
"I "think, and I really believe,
that cancer can be defeated in
my lifetime. I'd like to see that.
What ~e need is to putamajor
effort on it. The American
Cancer Society is doing and has
done some great things. But
they're spread out. I think that if
the American people reaUy feel
that they want to .conquer this
thing and put they're 'ooomph'
behind it, they can do it. It's a
matter of our resources and
where our priorities
are."

Student Affairs area is a ~third
curriculum,' especially the Union in particular."
.
Norman' sees the difference
between Boise's SUB and others
as the attitude pervading it:
"This building is for You;" It
, remains open from 7 am to 12
midnight,. allowing itself .the
flexibility to be a work area, a
study area,-a
play' arearsnd
meeting facility in one. -.
The main emphasis of the
-,building,as the name states;is
.student union,but
to "grow
.Norman sees BSU's force in
communitydevelopment
necessaryto its own;
We talked for a while 'abo~t
the' pace. of',the
univerSity's
growth compared to that of the
city. He reiterated oothare the
vital: equation ,': to .•..
in' effect

Cj>mplement each other: one
cannot exist without the other.
"The growth ofBSU has to be
one' of quality." He pointed to
the direction of the institution
under Dr. Bullington and Dean
Keplerv-as well as community
leadel's such as Mrs. Velma
'Morrison and A.L. Troutner as
the components of this dual
success.
.
.
"The beauty of Boise State is
that we," he said pointing to the
people in the room, "can be part
of a tradition, we have taken our
first step.;....-.
.
In essence, he. Isright; with
: his desire and energy put to-use,
BSUwiIlgrow. And" onecan be
assured .that Fred Norman. will'
tty. Weseeitthrough'~'Shenan'doah/' we see itthrougb the
. SUB, we see it in his eyes.

,

[eont, &om page 1]

·Norman ...
saying, 'I want to be a part.'
"It's never divorced itself
from the' community."
"
Through
his years as a
professor at. the University of
Arizona, Arizona . State and
Oregon State, Norman has
developed
a philosophy
of
teaching; one can sense, that he
instinctively believes in.
.. A student,
to 'be
truly
educated, has to come in and
get It heckuva lot more -than
grades 'and hours
towards
graduation. He has to become;

hopefully, a self starter."
This sense, as the "internal
push," creates the anra, of a
campus, in the truest definition
of what a university is. It may
seem to the reader a bit pat, yet
Norman is beyond the conventional.
"Sometimes' facts, themselves, are the enemy of truth,
because we (educators) can give
that troth. You can get an '0',
but it's the professor or the
educator that arouses you to get
inside and ask for more.

"Grades," he clarified, "arc
an easy thing, but learning is a
difficult thing.
"That to me is what education
is about. Stimulating, arousing,
... you give facts, you give the
mind of the professor, with his
Ph.D. and all of his intelligence
behind him. But he has to allow.
the student to take that and
extend."
.
Reflecting on the nature of a
university
and his role as.
director of the SUB, Norman
said, "If the university is going
tobea great univer~ity, it's got
to be humanitarian,
within .
itself, to its people.,
.
"I like to think t.'1at our

.
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Television: beyond whose
expectations?
by Terry McGnlre
8 p.m, Cb 4 MASTER PIECE
THEATRE
This excellent BBC series
never fails to entertain.
8:30 Cb 6 SOAP
"Controversial"
material
could tate this series far, but
'then again it could flop.
Wednesday September 21
6:30 p.m, Ch 4 MacNEIL
,tEHRER REPORT
The nightly news report takes
daily issues and explores them
in depth. Reporting factual and
thorough.
10:30 p.m, CM BOOK BEAT
~ Nobel winning author Saul
Bellow discusses his latest work
To Jerosmem and Back
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 22
11 a.m, cs, 4 LOWELL
THOMAS REMEMBERS
"1964" -episode looks at LBJ,
the Civil Rights issue, the
Beatles in the U.S., and the
. Belgian Congo issue in capsule
film segments.
4 p.m. Cb 6 STAR TREK
Trekies .,itch with delight at
. the return of the science-fiction
classic. Others watch to clue in
on the magic that made it so
popular.
,
.
8 p.m. cit 6 BARNEY MILLER
" New York's finest back for
another year; perhaps the finest
comedy show available on the
video.
12 p.m, Ch' TOMORROW·
Tom Snyder h~s. this talk .
hour, never fails to keep the
insomminacs
h a p py ,
Friday September 23
11 a.m;' Ch. 4 NOVE
"Benjamin"
science' series
looks at early child developement" Nova is a must· for the
infomled:
.
, p.m.
Ch.4
AGE OF
UNCEl1T AINTY
.
"The Prophets and Promise
of Classical. Capitalism" Ga~broth. traces the. evoltuion of
modem capitalisrii through the'
years of Adam Smith, Malthus
and others.'
.

Dwelling in the Golden fra

Saturday September 24
4:30 p.m. Cb. 6 WIDE WORLD
SPORTS
.
Boxing, stock car races, profile
of Pele, New York Cosmos.
6:00 p.m. Ch. 4 EQUAL
JUSTICE UNDER LAW
"Mr. Chief Justice"
John
Marshall's court life is dramatized.
8:00 p.m. Ch.' MOVIE
'IHard Times'! -boxer and
conman team in this depression
era run around. Not ball, not
good.
10:30 p.m, Cb. 4 MOVIE
"The Grapes of Wrath" -a
story of depression days set
against the background of '30's
California. Excellent film.
12p.m. Ch.'
SATURDAY
NIGHT
What else is there but the .
NRFPT players, .in this Americanized Monty-Python wackout. However.
the material
tends to stale after. the 3rd
return.
Sundny September 25
8p.rn. CIi4 EVENING AT THE
POPS·
Edward Villela; New York
.Ballet, in this flag-waving
potpourri. Arthur Fiedler has
'em jump in.
IOp.m. Cb. 4 FIRING LINE
Though his arguments
are
often covered with dust and
mass, Bill Buckley is fun to
watch.

. Mondlly September 26
'p.m. Ch. 6 NFL FOOTBALL
.Howard~ Don, and ,Frank
Gifford are back for another
year. No matter what people
lJlay ·say about Howard Cosell.
who else brings such knowledge
and insight to pro·foot~all.
o

badly or as well as they did?

characterizations
and deeply
aware of high school lore and
mystique that you feel the
Back in 1965, Time magazine
authors really must have a very
published
a feature
article
important point to make in the
investigating the thoughts and
book.
feeling of the '65 graduating
Alas, there is no point.
'class of Palisades High School,
The book is not a bad book in
-Los Angeles, a lush well-to-do
the sense that it paints some
public high school fed students
marvelous portraits of the same
by the neighborhoods of Brentsort of folk who hobnobbed with
wood, Bel·· Air, and Pacific
in days of yore. Atl the
Palisades. The students of this
characters of our high school
school were the children of
days are present and accounted
financially comfortable parents,
for. In evidence,
and duly
the median income at that time
interviewed, are the quarter. being a whopping
542,000
back »(he) always managed to
annually.
.
ride along with some powerful
Time selected this school to
currents in our culture ... " -fhe
focus on what they felt were the
school's 'bad' girl -- "I counted
"smarter,
subtler, and more
425. Then I stopped counting."
sophisticated kids" that were
«the class dreamboat
(who
"pouring into and out of more
committed suicide), and the
expert, exacting and experihomecoming queen (of course.
mental schools."
Oh well.)
Now, ten years of experience,
But despite the great pleasure
shattered dreams, and growing
derived from reading
these
up have passed, and David
sketches, one feels a hollowness
Wallechinsky ( son of author
when the end of the book is
Irving Wallace and co-author of
reached,
and there
is no
The Book of Lists and People's
revelation of the authorsintent,
.Almanac] and classmate Michno unification of the pieces of
ael Melvid return to these
people and those times with
the puzzle.
.
The· nostalgia of CllUiSof '65 is
their new book,· Class of '65.
all well and good, but ali we
Wallechins!l:y is the first and
have here is a summary., a
foremost ..a collector, He is a list
running
report . on the class
maker. a journalist, a recorder
members actions over the past
of facts and figures... He and
Melvid have done a very good . ten years, . a glorified class
reunion (which, by the way, is
job of prodding those involved,
what inspired the book.)
the former classmates, for these"
The soul ached for some more
facts, but the book really',
clearly defined conclusion. The
doesn'tseem to go anywhere.
rest of the book was so concrete
There is an empty feeling when
that one resented a very abscure
you finish the book. The book is.
ending. Why did things go as
so stuffed
with delightful
By Bar-WUllam Rawlings

8 p.m. Cb. 6 MOVIE
"The Return of the Pink
Panther" -Inspector Clouseau,
intrepidly
stalks the elusive
jewel, the Pink Panther. Sellers
at his best.

Time magazine "reported a
decade ago that the Palisade
HighSchool
students (and by
inference, the entirety of the
student body in America) were
"on the
fringe of a Golden·
Era." What caused the dis integrationof this dream? Or has
it disintegrated?
.
Here is this book by Wallechinsky and Melvid are . the
fragments
of the American
Ideal, the Red, White, and Blue
Labyrinth: What happened between 1963 and 1969 that had so
deeply rended our lives «and
our country?
Was it because of people like
those of the Class of '65 that our
people seem' to be .drifting,
without a purpose. Or is it in
spite of them? Maybe they are
the ones who woke us up to the
fact that the Big Temple was
falling down around our ears.
It is not a book without worth.
But the smooth, professional
flow of good journalism is lost at
the last of the book. Some
picking up of the pieces is
necessary to make this book
more satisfying.
'
Perhaps it is the revelation that
there 'are ..no definite, concrete,
answers that
is the chief
contribution of the elMs 0£'65.
What' Really Happened to the
Class of '651
'
Michael Melvid & David Wal,
lechinsky
370 pp, copyright '76
Random House,

~

r

Theatre productioni set

.'
Dr. Robert Ericson, Chairman
D
of the- , epartment 0f Th eatre
Arts. recently announced the
1977-78 theatre
production
,schedule of five full-length
productions. '
_ A fictional dramatization of the
ScOpCs 'monkey' triar of 1925,
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.

Lee's INHERIT' THE WIND
opens the seaso.n on October 12
in the Special Events .Center.·
Also in the
Special Events.
Center, Edward Albee's shocking and engrossing picture ()f a
domestic nightmare,'
WHO'S
AFRAIDOFVffiGlNIA
WOOLF? plays NQvenber 30 -

December 3. The spring' semester in theatre begins with
some of the most brilliant
suspence inthe modern theatre.
Patrick Hamilton's ANGEL
STREET. will be presented in
the Subal Theatre. February
10-18. Following in the same
theatre, March 24-April 1 is
John·M. Synge's PLAYBOY OF
THE WESTERN ·WORLD
a
fine broth of all, Irish ;:omedy.
The seasOn ends May3·6 m the
Special Events Center with the
production oLA FLEA IN HER
EAR
a rip' snorting French
be~room
farce., by·· George
Feydeau.
..'
.,.
Admission to these product·,
.ions is free to JjSU students with
activity cards,.'but reservations
are ...required. Discount season
ticket . cards are available to
spoiIses and friends of students,
as.well as to area residents. To
ordercardscontact
the Dept. of
Theat~ .Arts or call 385-1462.
Reservations can be made by
calling the same number one
week in advance of,'productiort
dates;
..
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Rene Clements: N.S.E.,Student Services head
by Helen Christensen
ARBITER: Rene, 8B a fOmler
student senator, CbaJnnan and
. foonder
of BSU'sNationol
.Student Exchange prognun and
ASBSU I'rElsldeet. MIke Hoff-.
man's appointment to head the
Studl.1Dt Servlees Department,.
what do you personally get oot
of your Involvement In student
government?
Clements: Student government
is an opportunity for students to
inter-react, a training ground
for any endeavor they want to
pursue once they get out of
school They can do everything
from public relations to public __
administration,
from layout to
brichure work to meeting the
business community.
Student
government is the ideal vehicle
for that type of experience and
exploration. So that's why I'm
involved.
ARBITER:
You found
the
National Student Exchange program at BSU. How did you first
get Interested In this program?
Clements: I advocate the program. Resigning as a ·student
senator last fall, I still felt
certain civic obligations. Seeing
that I was elected, I was looking
for something lore compatible
with ny goals.I was interested
in aprogram
which would
provide a real service to the
students of this university.
NSE provides undergraduate
studerits
an opportunity
to
explore another region of the
United States
and another
academic program. We had fifty
applications during our first five .
weeks or recruitment last spring
and as a result four students
- fromBSUare
now attending
schools across the nation. One is
currently attending Rytgers in
New Jersey, two are at the
University of Main atFort Kent
• and one is going to the
University
of Wisconsin
at
Green Bay.
.
BSU recieved three students
through the exchange program,
one from Illinois, one from
Philadelphia,
and . one from
Green Bay, Wisconsin.
,
ARBITER: How Is the cost to
the students
who exchange
determined?
.

Clements: There are 39 schools
involved in the exchange program. There are two financial
options. In plan A, the student
from BSU would pay tuition
here, and take their financial aid
with them to other campuses.

versity College at Buffalo,
Towson State University at
Mayland, ZWest Chester College at P.A., William Patterson
College of New Jersey, University of Alabama, University of
Delaware, University of Hawaii

primary emphasis win be on a
broad referral program. When
students
come to .us with
questions or problems we will
be able to refer them to the
person or group or department
which can best help them. I'm
not interested in taking over any
existing services. just expanding them. Its inportant that
students know what kind of help
is available; tutoring, legal, and
learn where to go to get the
need they need.

receptive to the program and
the faculty and senate have
been very responsive. There's
no reason why we can't send 20
to 30 students a year.
ARBiTER: Why are you resignIng 8B head of the program?
Clements: It's time to move on. ,
ARBITER: You are expected to
be conDnned as new ChaIrman
of the Student Services Department this week. What Is It about
this department th~t' Interests
you?
.
The potential in any
service department is to meet
the' need ot the clientel. What
we need to do initially is to
identify
the. needs of' the
students and come up with the
programs that will meet those
needs.
We will continue to explore
the credit union proposal. My
Clements:

We are going' to be gathering
references to ifnd out what is
_ happening across the nation in
the area of Student services and
then 'we can see what. types of
programs are feasible for Boise
State. I am also going to get a
definate feasiblity report on the
onbudsman, an administration .
and facuIty liaison, programs
across the country.

LAS· VEGAS NIGHT
Welcome Home Broncos Menu
Dinner will be served
during the regular hours.- .
Steamboat C' __Round
of Beef
I__..J· u,.. ......
Baked .;JIIIVn.CU I lUll'
Italian Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Cheese Blintzes filled with
Sour Cream Dressing
·Idaho Baked Potato
" •••1 stJII .fclt

certain

civic obllgatJons."

• NSE members include Bowling
Green State University in Ohio,
California State University -Chico, Fort. Hays. Kansas State
College, Illinois State University, Indiana-Purdue University
inMinnesota,
Jackson State
University; Montana State Uni-.
versity, Moorhead State University in Minnesota, Morgan State
.University in Maryland, New
Mexico State University, Northern Carolina State University,
Oregon State University, Rutgers College, Rutgers University in New Jersey, . South
Dakota University, State Uni-

, . Wo.

at Hilo, University of Idaho,.
University of Massachusetts at
Anherst, University of Montana, University o·r Nevada-Las
Vegas, University of NevadaReno, University
of North
Dakota, University of Northern
Colorado, University of Oregon,
University of Southern Florida,
University of Utah, University of
WiscOnsin at Green Bay, Eastern Montana
College and·
University of Northern Iowa.
An in all, NSE is·a quality
program
and has been
a
tremendous success. The Administration
has been very

The ARBITER

Buttered Yams

Broccoli Spears Hollandaise
Fresh Zucchinl-S Tomato Parmesan
Choice of Peasants Breads.
Summer Multi Fruit Bowl
. Relish Roulette
California ,Green Salad with Shrimp
Wheel of Fortune
Assorted Fresh Fruits
.
.•
Golden Salad
. Mexican Cole Slaw
Tangy Potato Salad
.Coslno Cake
Chocolate Mint Creme Pie
Flaming Cherry Crepes
Coconut Macaroon Cookies
Apricot & Peach Custqrd Tarts
Coffee RoyaI

needs

ad solespersons.
Check it out ...
2d floor SUB.

SEPTEMBER 22nd THURSDAY
DONT' MISS IT!

,0'
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nnrn becoming norrnollitesf
e

by Sally Thomas

j I

And the saga continues. If you
remember, I left you last week
with the warning to not tell the
Boise City Police where I was
parked in my van, seeing as how
they seem to worry about people
staying on greenbelt property
because, "it don't look so good,
doncha' know? and they get Into
a tizzy when they are called to
investigate any suspicious vans,
and they worry so about citizens
being assaulted and all.
With these thoughts in mind, I
re-double my efforts to find a
place to live (those who didn't
read last weeks column might
-Uke to know that the fact of tight
housing. for impoverished students together with the little
problem of my 120 pound dog
has provided a great deal of
work for the' police department
inasmuch as they have roused
me out of more night's sleep
than I care to eount.) However,
at this writing I am still living
out of my van and the account
below describes just some of the
many joys that "vanning" can
bring.
"Hello there," said the man
in the blue, walking up' to the
side of my van early one
morning. "Nice dog you have
there."
Not to be taken in by kind
words I replied a bit sharply;
"Oh, I hadn't noticed."
"Yep, he's nice alright, .. he
assured me. "You been sleeping in this van?"
"Sometimes."
I am getting
cagey about answering
any
questions.
"Well, this is private property
and the owner's haven't, complained so 1 don't', se~ any
problem.".
...
"So why did you come by?"
"We got a report .,;"
" .. .of a suspicious 'van,"
I
finished the sentence for him.
"How did you know?" he
asked.
"I've heard about such things
to people."
0

..';

'I

,,,,;,~

"Well, you look alright to me."
He turned around, and walked
away and was gone.
I could hardly believe it. But I
watched the police car pull
away and so Lguess it was true.
A minute or two later the dog
growled and I thought, "SUre,
baby, I knew you'd be back."
Just then a woman came around
the side of the van.
"I saw the police car here a
minute ago and when I saw your
dog I figures that you are having
a hard time finding a place to
live, right?"
"Right,"
What else could I
say?,
.
"Well, me and my husband
talkedit over and if you' want to
park along side our fence there,
the plice can't bother you and
maybe you can get some peace
and quiet for sleeping. We know
how it is to be ha.ving a hard
time."
fCould hardly find the words
to thank her, I was so surprised.
"You just pull up there now if
you need to,"
she responded
and got into her car and drove
~\Vay.
Betweell this offer from a

stranger and the kind treatment
from the policeman, I broke
down and cried, something that
all the harsh words I'd heard up .
to then hadn't been able to
make me do.
Two nights later, I was parked
on the same private property
that the policeman had more or
less ok'd as a space for me,
when two police cars drove up
and the two men in them
surrounded the van.
"Who are you? What are you
doing here? Are you going to
sleep here? Do you know who
owns this property?" All these
questions made me feel like I
was facing' the Gestapo, -so I
didn't answer My of them.
"This is private property, you
know?" one of the policeman

asked.
"Yeah, so you don't have any
jurisdiction over me."
"Yes we do. This 'here
property has, public access and
so we have to tell you to move
on, that you can't stay here."
Even though I explained to him
that all private property has
public access' in the form of
streets or roads, and, even
though I told him about the
other policeman's decision, he
refused to budge. "You can't
stay here." was all he'd say.

some 20 or 30 minutes, probably
keeping me under surveillance.
I sat inside the van pretending'
to study. Actually I was fuming,
trying to decide if a trip to the
police court was worth making
my point about this being
private property. At last the
coward in me won out and I
walked up to the kind lady's
door (the policemen were gone
by riow) and explained that I
wanted to accept her offer of a
place to park. And dog and I
'slept, parked next to their fence ..

Finally, I stepped up into the
van and shut the door on them.
After a few minutes, they each
_gotitLtheir cars and drove away.
At least, they drove out to the
street where they parked for,

The next day I checked out
the so-called ordinance against
anyone camping
on private
property within the city limits of
Boise (this is the reason the
policemen said I had to move).

Ie

The gut had it alright. There is
such an ordinance,
so I'm
warning all of you who think you
can get away with sleeping in
your backyard on a summer's
might-don't do it!
As a result of all these
adventures, I have a suggestion
to make. Why doesn't some
enterprising business person or
group find a vacant lot and put
together a crash-pad for homeless, penniless students. Nothing fancy, just a place to sleep
and an outdoor john or two. If
you want to add showers, you
could probably
get federal
money for doig so simply by
stating that you are attempting
to alleviate the polIution problem.

People's Lib

Finding the perfect lover
by Jean KIng
One dream that is dear to the
heart of everyone of us is that
fantasy of finding the perfect
lover. What one of us has not
dreamed of one day finding that
one special person to fill all the
empty places in our hearts?
Let's see now ..... it should be
someone very special. A person
will share an our dreams and
aspirations. Someone to talk to
in the lonely hours of the night.
A special person who will 'be
, sensitive to onr every need and
try 'to 'anticipate our' d~sires.
That person would receive our,
love and return their love as
freely as we give ours. We could
develop a sweet warm closeness
that would enrich our lives.
What a beautiful fantasy-to
find someone who would fulfill
our lives and whose 'lives we
could fulfill in return. Add to
this, a beautiful
completely
satisfying sexual relationship
and what more could two people
want?
Granted, it is difficult to find
someone who would so ideally
fit our fantasy, but for the lucky
ones this sometimes happens.
Suppose, just suppose, that you
were fortunate enough to find
the one person of your dreams.
At last, your dream has come
truer Then in the midst of your
blissful delerium, you are told
Nol "NolYou cannot love this
person! No! You cannot spend
the rest of your life with your
loved one, because we (society) ,<>
do not approve! Actually, if you
choose this person to share your
life with you, it will cost us
nothing. Your relationship will
not harm us in any way. But, we
do not understand
it,' and
therefore we fear it, We do not
choose to attempt to understand
your feelings or yo~r choice ora
mate, only to forbid it. It is too
much 'trouble to 'us to learn
about you and your chosen
mate, and so therefore, we
choose to disapprove .•You have
no choice. Since we disapprove, '
weshallforbidthlsrelatio'lahip,_

by due process of law if
• necessary!"
Sound incredible? Well, it isl
Couldn't happen in our allegedIy enlightened society? Ab, but
yes it could and it does
repeatedly. And 'who are the
ones who are guilty of this gross'
injustice, this flagrant annjhila~'
tion of human rights? We are,
you and I my friend I We do it
everjtime we speak and act
against the human rights of the
"Gay" world.
' Why do we (the, heterosexual
..world) feel so called upon to
pass' judgement
upon the
Lesbian population?" Human
sexuality
has many facets.
Homosexuality and Heterosexuality are only two of those. Is it
fear or ignorance that causes us
to persecute these people? More
than likely, it is fear based upon
ignorance. If it IS fear based
upon ignorance, why do we
allow ourselves
to remain
ignorant? Is it because basically
we just don't care? ·If we really
don't care, then why do we
bother to criticize? No, not
merely criticize, persecute is.
still the more expressive word.

sexual relationship is a welcome
bonus, just as it is to any close
loving heterosexual
relationship.

with Lesbianism
is because
Feminist women accept Lesbianism women as they. are,
without any attempt to change
or influence them. Feminists
accept all women as unique
Women tum to women in
individuals and believe. that all
search of those qualities which
humans should be allowed to
have wrongly been classified by
fully express their individuality'
society ,as being
"feminine
'without fear of disapproval by
characteristics."
Those qualisociety. How can' you truly
ties which should be a part of
advocate freedom to' develop
the personality of ,every human.
oneself and in the next- breath'
being on this earth. Tenderness
impose all manner of restrlcof true lover. this should define
.tions upon individuals' whose
the emotional characteristics of
chosen lifestyle is not a carbon
Doth sexes .• But, perhaps the
copy 'of your own. That attitude
most important is the ability to
is a white middle class male
openly express all those other
trip.
human qualities.
..
Well. then all Lesbians must
Men are a bit too inclined to try
be Feminists. This again is a
to reduce everything to terms of
gross misunderstanding.
There
sexual performance (their own
are an unbelievable number of
,of course). The .old saying of'
Lesbians who are capable of the
"Oh, well she just ,1,lasn't had a
double-think process that engood man yet! "A good man by
ables them to' love and prefer .
whose.standards? Or, "Why do
women and yet buy into the
you want to be a Lesbian? You
male superiority trip. Societal
are a pretty girl, you could get a
pressures have been known to
man if you fixed yourself up a
numb the brain.
little." Why should a women
Another popular fallacy is i'AIl
want to "get" a man? You "get
Lesbians hate men." This also
pneumonia. When the average
is untrue. Many simply don't
man finds out that a friend of his
care Jn one way or the other.
The "straight':
male usually
mate is Lesbian he becomes
'Most really do like men, as
reacts to ..Gay women with
panic stricken. Why should he?
companions
and' or friends.
anger. Why? She should be no
Ifa
homosexual
relationship
". They're simply. unable' to form
threat to him. The largest
exists betweenthe
two women,
deep lasting mutually satisfying'
present
of Lesbian women
it was already a reality before he'
relationships with men. Possibly,
recognize (at least subconscientered the scene. If she chose a,
because most men lack the niore ,
ously) their Gay tendencies
relationship
with him, that.
important
qualities they are
"early. Usually before.they have
should clue him in to the actual
seeking in ,a mate. There are a d
had any sexual experience with
status of the relationship, Is he
few who do hate men and feel a
men. Something in their pychoso in secure about himself about
vindictive urge to hurt 'and
logical or physical
makeup
his own lovable qualities that he
destroy. However, this emotion
destines' them to becoine Lesmust panic at the possibility of
has usually been caused by their
bian. Therefore their lifestyle
what he considers to be 'an
treatment by men (Remember,
cannot have, been caused or
"abaormal"
'relationship
bethere are men who .hate men
affected by any straight male
tween the two women.
too.)
they meet after the fact.
Then we have such Statements
It is also Commonly assumed
,'zmo'st
people assume
that
as the
oftenhea.rd,
but
that Lesbia.ns
are actively
Lesbian relationships .arebasedcoinpletely
false "All Feminists
engaged" in ' an, . aggressive
entirely upon sex. This, is not
are Strong. advocates of human
attempt to recruit "straight"
true. There, are many sexual
rights, ~o matter who those
women into the Gay lifestyle ..
Lesbians. These are women who
humans are or what kind of
nothing Could be further from
love women' as deeply and
-rights are concerned." Actiially
the truth. For one thing, a
completely as it is humanly
a ,very small precentage
of
wdmenmust
a1readYvOssess
'
possible to do, but who have. no
Feminists. are, lesbians;' Perstrong ,ho~osexual, 'tendencies
sexual reilltionswiththem(or
haps one of ther.easons
tha.t
,before she can be persuaded.
men either).
A satisfactory
Feminism has become eqnated
[COUt.OD page 17]
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Institute announces
international grants

People's Lib ...
[eont, from page 16]

Those .women will ultimately
make' their own decisions about
their personal lives. True, some
women will make an error in
judgement
and occasionally
approach a straight' woman.
This causes embarassment
on
both parts. But how many of you
guys make a wrong guess and.
approach a woman who refuses?
Contrary to Anita Bryant's
opinion, Gays' do not try to
recruit
children
into their
movement.
This would be
infringing upon another human
being's right to choose her own,
way. Lesbian women are never
free' from pressure to change
their ways and "adjust"
to
society's Ynorm." Is it really
logical to' suppose that they
would subject another human to
the same-kind of pressure? They
would certainly
not subject
someone as vulnerable as a
child to this sort of treatment.
Many men feel that Lesbian
women are "that way'! because
they have never had sexual
relations with a man. How then,
do you explain the fact that a

very large percentage of Lesbians are women who are married, and often have children
who turn out to be perfectly
"straight?"
Many women say
that they have enjoyed excellent
heterosexual relationships, but
that they have found that that is
not "all there is." Their search
for the deeper more meaningful
aspects of a relationship, have
led them to learn to love another
woman.
Admitting that Lesbian women
must face society's
active
disapproval
and even overt
persecution, why then do they
choose to let the world know
that they are Gay? Largely
because they are honest human
beings who feel that they can no
longer live a- lie. Theyar:~
humans who abhor a life of
sneaking and secrecy. TIley are
women who refuse to apologize
for their existence.
The statistics on the percentage of women who are Gay as
opposed to those who are
straight
are unavailale
to
anyone.
Many women are

Bus service
opens to volley
Residents in the Nampa-Caldwell area, who either go to
BSU or work in Boise, may now
take advantage of commuterbus
service
from Caldwell
and
Nampa; and return. ,
.
The bus leaves Caldwell at
6:45 A.M. and Nampa at 7:05
A.M., and makes various stops
at businesses and Boise State
University. At 5:00 P.M. the bus
picks up at Boise State, followed
"byother Boise' pick up points,
and returns to Nampa and
Caldwell.

"closet" Lesbians. That is. they
are secret or undeclared Lesbians. They are women who feel
they have too much to lose by an
open declaration, or who do not
feel strong enough yet to
withstand the persecution they
can be sure they will receive._
Many researchers believe that
Lesbianism has only recently
experienced a phenomenal
growth. But has it? Or does it
onlyseem to be because an ever
increasing number of women
are just now gathering the
strength and courage to declare
themselves?
A sensitive, empathetic look
into Lesbianism and '''all its
ramifications for both sexes is
, not possible within the limits of
this column .. Reams of material
arc available and should be
thoroughly investigated by all of
us. In other words, before you
criticize
and censure
your
brothers and sisters, make a
real effort to find out where he
or she is coming from .. "For in
thine ignorance alone shall thee
be damned."

The Institute. of International
Education today announced the
official opening of the 1978·79
competition
for. grants
for
graduate
study or research
abroad in academic fields and
for professional training in the
creative and performing arts; It
is expected that approximately
S50 awards to SO countries will
be available for the 1978-79
academic year.
" 'The purpose ofthese grants is
to increase mutual understanding between the people of the
United States and other countries through' the exchange of
persons, knowledge and skills.
They are provided under the
terms of the Mutual Education
and CulturalExchange
Act ,of
1961 (Fulbright-Hays Act) and
by foreign governments.
universities and private donors.
Applicants
must be U.S.
citizens at the time of application, who will generally hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent before the beginning date
of the grant and; in most cases,
will be proficient
in the
language of'the host country.
Except· for certain
specific
awards, candidates may not hold
the Ph.D. at the time of
application. Canidates for 197879 are ineligible for a grant to a

country if they have been doing
graduate work or conducting
research in that country during
the academic year 1977·78.
Creative and performing artists are not required to have a
bachelor's
degree,
but they
must
have four years
of,
professional study or equivalent
experience. Social work applicants must have at least, two
years of professional experience
after the Master of Social Work
degree; candidates in medicine
must have an M,D. at the time
of application.
Selection is based on the
academic and/or professional
record of the applicant, .the
validity and feasibility of the
proposed study plan, the applicant's language preparation and
personal qualifications. Preference is given to candidates who
have not had prior opportunity
for extended study or residence
abroad,
.
Information and application
material may be obtained from
Dr. John Robertson, Fulbright
Program
Advisor at : ·LAl06
who is located in Dept. of,
Foreign Languages with office
hours on week days from 9 am to
4 pm.
The deadline
for
submission of applications to
the Advisor is Oct, 3, 1977.

Answers to
Trivia Rat
page 8
1. Squirt
2. The Purple Mask (1955)
3. The Grass Roots (1967)
- 4; Shady Rest Hotel
5. "How to Be Very, Very
Popular"
,
6. Diana Ross, Florence Ballard,
and Mary Wilson.
o

7. Sarah
8. .During a rowboat ride from,
Rod Taylor's house.
9. Johnny B: Goode
10. David
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BSU~Las Vegas game. one everyone.
by Freddie Vincent
ARBITER Sports Editor'

to championships in the Big Sky
Conference three consecutive
years (73, 74,75) before leaving
Boise for the position of head
coach at UNLV.
Knap, one Of the nation's
winningest active coaches, begins his second season as the
UNLV coach. in 1977. _His first
.year at UNLV not only brought a
9-2 regular
season
record,
continued national ratings, but
the Rebels went to the Division
_ Ilplayoffs for the. second time in

. An expected crowd of 20,000
raving football fans will jam the
Boise State Broncos' first home
game of the season, against the
Rebels of Nevada-Las Vegas
this weekend. This is the game
that everyone has been waiting
to attend because of Tony Knap
(UNLV head. coach) and the
rivalry between both school.
Knap once coached the Broncos

Hockey team plays NNe
by Nancy Phillips

H

,

Jayne Van Wassenhove, BSU's
new women's
field hockey
, coach, will get her ·first look at
her team in action when they
travel to Northwest Nazarene
College; September 26 in the
season opener.
"From what I hear, NNC is
extremely strong this year,"
commented the new head coach.
"They have some good players
out of high school.
"The forward attack is looking
pretty' good. We just need to
practice and get used tothenew
people on the line.
"Our defense is going to be
super and since they're mostly
sophomores, they will have a
chance to work together for two'
more years," she added.
Debbie ,Hill is, one of the
reasons why the defense is
doing sowell, She sparked the
defense as a player last year and _
adds her talents this year as
assistant defensive coach.

Only four upperclassmen
return to this year's squad.
They are seniors Elaine Clegg,
Jeannine Brandel, and juniors
Trudy Erb and Patti Crepps..
Sophomores on the team are
Twyla Bulcher, Shari Ward,
Treva Hunt and Val Jones, all
with varsity experience, teamed
.up Donna Weast, Alice Myers,
Phyllis Dupras
and Donna
. McCurdy. Sue Schenk is the
lone freshman' on the varsity
team.
"We have a lot of flexibility on
the team. A lot of the players
can play different positions and
that will be a real asset."
Trioa Michaelis, a feltmer.BSU
hockey player, will be at the
helm for the junior varsity team.
Returning players are Kathy
Winther, Villi Smutney, Linda
Hampton and Nancy Phillips.
Tammy . Demick and Lorrie
Liddell are also team members.
Rita Herman
is the' team
manager.

the lqst three years. Now the
veteran coach leads the Rebels
into a new realm, Division I and'
the Western' Athletic Conference.
Knap hasa 13-year career total
of 105-36-2 and is the third head
coach in the nine~year history of
the sport at UNLV: A personable and intuitive coach, Knap
went to UNLV after eight highly
successful
seasons 'at BSU,
where he compiled an amazing
71-19-1 record, including three
sonsecutive Big Sky championsnips.
The Rebels
defeated
'the
Broncos 31-26 in last years "
contest at Las Vegas. You can
be sure there will be plenty of
action this season.
The Rebels are up-grading
their football to match the
reputation
of the basketball
team and coach Knap sees
improvement, although moving
into Division I is a tough climb
which will come slowly. The
most improvement will be at
quarterback, receivers and' defensive secondary, Quarterback-.
ing will be handled by Greg Van
Ness, a senior, Doug Robertson,
a sop., or rookie Carlton Kelley,
a 31-year-old sophomore.
Receivers include Henry Vereen, Don' Davenport,
Kurt
Schnabel, Brian' Harris and the
tight ends; Eric Anderson,
Robert Starbirs, Cleveland Jackson, and Mike Cavaretta.
In' the secondary department
returnees Pat Carson, Carrell
Beavers, and Andre Jones will
be joined by new faces Larry
.Jordon,
Dan Budak, Aaron
Mitchell, Bennie Baucham, and
Darry Hyde.
The line strengths depend on

Boise State students will be issued individual tickets for each home football and basketball game.These
tickets will be available for pick-up at the Student Union and at the Varsity Center Ticket Office. Student
guest tickets. depending on availability, will be distributed only until noon on Friday the day before. the
heme football games.
.
1977 HOME FOOTBALLSCHEDULE
jl,poncnt .
Nevada-Las Vegas
Montana State
.Northern Arizona
Idaho State
. CalPoly .. SLO

5

19arn·es

waiting for

several players who missed the
spring because of injuries. Dave
Beall, Alphonso Williams, Ran- '
dy Rizo, Fialelle Edra, and Mark
Vargas could be the difference,
if they report healthy.
Raymond Strong, last year's
top runner, missed the spring
drills, leaving the running game
in. the hands of Brian Cobb,
Darall Moore, Henry Melton,
'Russell Ellis and Mike Duckworth.
In the punting department,
returnee Steve.Gertz (34.3 yards

per kick last year) has yet to
, prove himself anywhere but on
the practice field where he has
been great. But his position is
being challenged by freshman
. players Ed Oscar and Randy
Kerr. Kicker 'Sonny, LeJevne
had 39 consecutive PATS last
year and will share field goal
and kickoff duties with sophomores Jim Gaetano and Skip
Cullen.
This game willbe the sixth in a
. rivalry which has grown throughout the years.

•
Team In BSUi nvitotlonol
freshmen Pam Davis, Karla
Meier, Susan Heatherly, Sheila
Boester .and Debbie Fraser.
With four returning starters,
About the tournament BSU is
Coach Genger Fahleson of the
hosting, the coach said, ••All of
BSU women's volleyball team
the teams wUl be really strong.
will go into the BSU Invitational
It will give us a chance to flex
Tournament, September 23 and
.our muscles a little against some
24 with an optomistic. outlook.
competition.' ,
"We 'have a very cohesive
The tournament is a round-roo
group this year who. get along
bin
with no official winner at the
well on' the court. Their. team
end of the two days of
ploy inakes up for what they
competition. In addition to BSU,
.may be lacking in otherareas,"
other teams participating will be
, commented' Coach Fahleson,
University of Idaho, Idaho State
Bev Ballard and Karla Merrill
, Northwest Nazerene,' College
both seniors
Missy Bennell
of Idaho, 'College of Sothern
, and Janet Emery, juniors,all
Idaho and Treasure
Valley
return as 'starting players. They
Community College.
will be joined .in the starting
Vaa Afoa, , a former BStJ'
line-up by sophmores Susan
football player,
is assistant
Vietti and Tanya Welsh.
coach
along
with
help
from Mrs.
Substitutes
for this year's
squad will be senior Laurie Lid, ' Nancy Button .• Cindy Boyce is
<the manager.
Ana Salinas', a junior. and
by NlIlIcy PhllIlps

and

Fun Bowl here again

_ Student Admission lnformatJ9n
For Boise State Unlverslt~ ~thletlc Events

GameDate
Sept. ;14
Oct. I
Oct. 22
Nov. 5
. Nov. 12

,

. coH~iate

Ticket Pick-up Times
Sept. 19··Sept. 23
Sept. 26--Sept. 30
Oct. 17··0ct. 21
Oct. 31,·Nov. 4
Nov. 7~-Nov.ll

Students must present all forms of the student identification, card at the time tickets are picked up. '
There is no charge for a full-time student ticket.
A full-time student may purchase oITe(1) student guest ticket, ,priced at $1.50, for each game, However,
the total number of student guest tickets sold.will be 2,000. These tickets may be purchased at the same
time a student picks up his own admission ticket. Part·time students may purchase one (1) ticket for
$1.50, a part·tinie studentticket
is'the same as a guest ticket.
.
'.'
Univ~rsity of Idaho student tfckets for the game at Moscow will be available only 'at the Varsity Center.
Ticket price is $3.00. Tick'et sales -for this game will begin QnNovember 14, 1977.
The Athletic Department offers a student spouse activity card, which is good for all regularly scheduled
events during the. fail semester. The cost of this activity cordis $10.00; it will be available following
registration at the Varsity Center. Charge for the spouse activity card forsecondsemester
is $7;50. An
admission ticket must be picked up for each student spouse card fo~ each football game and basketball '
game.
,
.
It will be necessary for students, to pickup tickets for admission to basketball games during. the 1977·78
season in advance of the games: Guest tickets and part~time student tickeis, depending on availability,
will be on sale the day of the game at the Varsity Center. Student tickets will be available from Monday
through_Friday the week of the game at tht: Student Union 'and at the Varsity Center.
'
Admission to wrestling matches. track meets and w.omens athletic events is free to all full"time
students;I.D.
cards must be show.n at the door. Part-time students and spouses will be charged a
Itominlilfee.
.,

The fun bowl, conducted' for
the seventh consecutive year by
the BSU Games area, has been
started again this year, according to Tom Coates, director of
the Fun Bowl.
As in the past, the fun bowl
enables all of you annehair
,quarterbacks to pick the college
winners and the Pro football
winners.
The winners of each- week will
receive three free gamesiof
bowling or one hour of free pool ,
from the Games Area, and a five
dollar gift certificate from the
Campus Store.

The winners of each week will
then compete against each other
during the Christmas Holidays
and will 'test their skill by
picking the Bowl Games.
There are three areas to
enter, Student, At Large, or
BAA.
Overall winners last year were
Doug' Sirucek in the student
catergory, Greg Hampton At
Large, and Tony Parks won the
BAA catergory .
It.costs nothing to play, SQ
come onand join the.first weeks
winner Mike' Fries and. Greg
Hampton in a real fun game;

Hot Henry presents
Coming to'Boise State University.on Wednesday, September
21, will be "}lot",
Henry
Barber. ,
,
,
,Barber, a hationlilly acclainied
mOUDtainand rock climber,will
iJ-;; ,presenting a slide show and
,!ectureonthe
current trends' of
climbing arid will introduce new
techniques'toallinterested.
, Darbei,tal~g
on bebldfofthe
BSUOutdoor Activities Ceuter, '

show

will begin at 8:00p.m.
in tlie
Senate Chambers. There.will be'
, a charge Of 75 cents to all who
attend, to cover the cost 'Of room
andequ'ipment.
The presentlition. promises to
be well .worth the while of
anyone whoenjoysbackpaking,
hiking, or climbing'.
'
for moreinfonnation,
contact
Tom COates intbe Games Area..
or>eaIl38,S-1456.
'
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Cross-country runners top California meet
by Charlie Wittner.

.
The Boise State University
cross country 'team, running on
a hot Fresno, California evening, came away with a very
respectable' showing as they
placed second at the Fresno
Pacific College Jnvitational and
defeated a highly-touted Fresno
State Univ~rsity team in a duel
meet.
Fresno State won the invitational with 39 points while Boise

State was close behind with 43
points. The Fresno Track Club
finished third with 73 points,
Cal State -Northridge was fourth
with 83 points and Sacramento
State University was fifth with
102 points. The Matador Track
Club was sixth with 198 point.
Cal State -Bakersfield
came in
seventh with 200 Points while
Fresno Pacific, College was.
eighth with 225. Stanislaus
State University, which didn't

Bowli~g leoques formed;
team

.spots 'still open

Bronco Lanes; located in the
Boise State SUB, started league
play on Wedriesday, September
14. Three leagues were originally set up, but the Wedesday
night trios were dropped and
combined witll the Wedne'sday
night Varsity Scratch League.
The third league which has
been set up. is on Thursday
nights at 7:00 p.m, and is
comprised of Mixed Doubles.
There are many openings
available
in both of the
remaining leagues and anyone
interested in bowling should

contact Greg Hampton in the
Games' Area. The phone numbed's' 385-1456.
There are also many openings
available on both the men's and
women's bowling teams. The
only' requirements to bowl on
the teams is that you are 'a full
time student and carry a 2.0.
grade point average,
The bowling leagues
and
teams are great fun for all, and
there is no initial cost to bowl.
Come on down to the Bronco
Lanes and join in the fun of
bowling.

Tearn s'eeksgolfers

I'

To all interested golfers...
.
Boise State does have a golf
team. Those who would like to
play on the 77-78 team, the team
will be having a meeting on
'September 26, at 1:30 p.m. at
the Varsity Center.
"
Last year's
team. finished
second in the Big Sky. And with
returning lettermen Joe Hickman, Gary Duncan, Jim Wallace, Pat Marmo, Brian Mickles'
along with J.C. transfers Dee

Jacoby was very happy with his
team's perfomance. He noted
that there was only 34 seconds
between Collier and Link.'
Jacoby had special praise for
Collier, stating that the senior
ran a verysmart race. "He went
Bob Driss of Fresno State was
out under control, and gradually
the individual winner of the
built up at the end. In fact,
meet, running the four miles in
Blackburn
and Knapp were
19 minutes and five'<seconds,
ahead of him until the third
The Broncos' Steve Collier was .
mile. He. just barely beat
right behind,only five se~onds
Blackburn
at the finish." .
away, to finish third. Finishing
Jacoby was alsopleased with.
fourth, but getting .the same
his runners in that they beat
time as Collier was another
some very good teams in their
Bronco, Scott Blackburn.
K~rl
'back yard. Fresno State said
Knapp, running what, Coach Ed
that this year's team is their
Jacoby said was his best
best ever in history and .Cal
'. cornpentve race ever, ·finished-_ .. State '..Northridge had already
sixth at '19:18. .Dave Steffens
ron in three meets this year.
finished at 11th place with a
Just last week, they had won the
time of 19:31 while Stan Link, at
Long Beach Invitational.
19:44 finished 20th, Gene Stone
'Jacoby had said earlier that he
and Mike Henry were the sixth
did not know how his freshmen
and seventh men for Boise State
runners on the team.notably
finishing 54th and 55th, respectDave Steffens and Stan Link,
ively.
would do on their first college
field a complete team, finished
last. Boise State defeated
FresnoState in their duel meet,
however, with the 'Broncos'
Scoring 26 points compared to
Fresno's 29 points:

©1977
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cutting. But after the meet, the
coach was very happy with their
performance. These two runners, Jacoby said:-~- will be
capable of running with' any.'body, if not this year, then next.
. The .next meet. for the' Bronco
harriers will be the Whitworth
College Invitational at Spokane,
Washington. Both the men and
. women teams willcompete. The
women will run 2.5 miles while
the men will run five miles. The
fact that. the' Whitworth course
will be a mile longer should
greatly" improve.the
Broncos'
,chances 'at the team title. The
shorter race at Fresno could
have affected Boise' 'State's
team. Jacoby said the first and
second place runners
were
falling off the pace and coming
back to Collier arid Blackburn at
the end of the race. If the race
. had. been longer; both Collier
and Blackburn
would have
caught the two runners and
gone on to victory.
'.

JOS. SCHLITZ

<

BREWING

CO .. MILWAUKEE.

WIS.

OF mR.

DEAN OFBEER: All seri~us scholars know there is
just one word for beer, right? .
SERIOUS SCHOLAR: Right.
DEAN OF 8EER: But did you know you could get the
word in a Schlitz party kit complete With' everything
you need to throw a real Dean of Beer party? ..
, SERIOUS SCHOLAR: Even the band and the rental
. on the hall?
.
DEAN OF BEER:Well,
THmE'$JUSTONE~"ORDFORBEER.
almost everything,
I

Kressly and Joe Hubbard, this
year's team looks even better
than last year's second place
team.
.'J

. The first tournament will be
in Logan, Utah for-the Beehive
Invitational, October 7 and 8.
Come in to the Varsity Center
, before the 26th to sign up to
start playing out at Warm
Springs.
Coach Doug Oliver

I

City Rec briefs',
The Boise City' Recreation
Department will hold an organizational
meeting
for adult
soccer on the 16th of Septemberat Fort Boise Community Center
at 7:00 P.M.'
.
All interested teams are asked
to send two teamrepresentatives, The teams will start play
on the 24th of September and
finish
up in 'the
month of
November.

***'******

. Boise City Recreation Department is. now Iormitigan
0111
timer's football league.Al] team
members must be 28 years of .
age.Sign-ups;'vili betaken until
September
Itjth at the Fort
~ise CommunityCenter,

.....

Du Bois bicycle
race ~iIl be held October 2.
Novice classes will race 10
miles; USCE catergories 3',4, 25
. miles; arid' USCF catergories
-1-2, 40 miles. Details will be
announced' at the Bogus Basin
Hill Climb.
. 'Helmets are required for all
races: Formore information call
384-4488.
i

*********
.~

.<,

.

The Fifth Annual Bogus Hill
Climb (bicycle race) sponsored
by the. Boise Cycling Club and
Larry Barnes Chevrolet will be
held October, 1; Registration
begins at 11:00 A.M.
the
Highlands Elementary School.
Starting, times ate: 12noonTouring class; 12:45 p.m. Noviceclass;.1:30p.m.:
USCF
classes; Regiatration fees are.
$LSQ fornon-USCFriders
and
$2.00 for USCFridcrs .

at

*********

Boise . City R~creation
is
sponcoringa
75 mile bicycle
tour to the' Emmett Valley
September 25. Interested persons· shouldmt:et
. at the
fairgrOuds at 8:00 A.M. A sag
. wagon willaccompiuly theiour:
;:..

.TIle Criterium

,-'

TO 'GEl THE·WORf).·AT.BSU,CAU..·SIGQNDA'$.··•.BEER·:PERSON\OH.•·•CAMPUS,
;.:~
" :RANDY,1'RADAA'.'BIRKENBlNE'·38S-1.698-·
,
.'
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-,ARBITER Sports EdItor
Quickness and' turnovers -that
was Boise States biggest agony
throughout the game as the
Fresno State Bulldogs' crushed
them 42~7 at Ratcliff Stadium
before 12,136 screaming fans.
The Bulldog offense, under:
command of quarterback Dean
(Dean Machine) Jones, dazzled
the Bronco defense with passing
and running attacks, handing
BSU one of the worst defeats in
its football history.
Jones, along with running
backs Dave Franklin and Keith
Bizzle, rolled Ul1439 yards total
offense against the Broncos.
Franklin rushed for 107 yards
and Bizzle 105:'and ran at BSU
time and time again whenever
they carried the ball.
The Bulldog domination of the
game was awesome. Boise State
lost 64 yards rushing and were
held to 69 yards total offense.
The Broncos 'trailed 21-0 at-half
time and for a brief moment
closed the score to 21-6 with
1l:02left in the third quarter,
when tailback Fred-Goode went
in from the one-yard line to give
BSU's only score in the game.
Tom Sarrette's point after made
it 21-7. The Bronco defense put

Photos
Above: Defensive taclde VInce'/ Mendiola attemptsto
bl6ck a. Dean
Jones (8) pass. Bclow:OB J1o111dnHogan [l6) completes to lonnie,
Hughes (85) for one of BSU's rare first downs.'

the offense into position to score
passed to O'leary for a 16-yard
their only touchdown
when
gainvon
a play where the
safety' Sam Miller and tackles
Broncos-had him trapped deep
Ivan Rounds and Chris Maimin his own territory. Then when
grenehased down the Bull dog
the Bulldogs were at Boise
. kicker at the one-yard line.
State'~ 20,' Jones seemed to be
Middle lin backer "Chilly"
trapped behind the line at 22 but
Willie Beamon had an outstandsuddenly squirted up the middle
ing game against the BUlldogs.
to the 15 to' keep. the drive
"Chilly" accumalated ten tackmoving.
les (9 unassisted,
1 assisted)
There is no doubt-as to why
and ran at the ballcarriers like a
Jones is considered one of the
"Mack truck." He ii;~st had
best "Veer-option quarterbacks
an interception at the 2-yard
in the country. " He is truly
line,but could not hang onto the
"amazing."
ball. BSU's lone touch down was
Jones was burt early in the·
the only time they were inside
fourth quarter after being hit,
Fresno State's 30-yard line;
and back-up quarterback Dick
In the second half Boise began .
Stoddard took over, driving
to move the ball .. On the next
Fresno State to its two final
play they fumbled and Fresno
touchdowns.j
recovered, drove to the BSU 28
The Bulldogs had little trouble
yard line, and attempted
a
controlling BSU's offense, while
fieldgoal (35 yds) only to see it
the 'Bronco defense failed to
fall short of the crossbars. On
respond
to Fresno
State's
the. Bronco's next. possession,
speed. Coach Criner commentfreshman tailback Cedric Minter
"ed, "We
made too many
fumbled and Fresno recovered
offensive mistakes. We got our
at. their own 43-yard line.
plans taken away
uaand
The Bulldogs scrambled
57
lost our momentum."
yards with Jones hitting flanker
John O'leary on a seven-yard
touchdown pass.
Boise State is scheduled to play
Jones was, trapped
in the
the University of Nevada at Las
backfield by the Bronco defense
Vegas this weekend. They will
on several occasions. But he
have to be on their toes to win
refused to give up. Once' he
against the Rebels.

from

y.
Ron 'Fer uson
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Above: Terry Hutt (80) is stopped by Fresno's Gary Hayes 'after
eatehlng one of his nine passes at the game.
, Upper right: Fred Goode-{40) 16 upended by a flred-up Bulldog
defense.
Right: Middle UnbllCker WUlJe Beamon [55] reaches ..to top a Vince
Petrucci kick, whieh fell short of the score. Beamon had 10 tackles in
the game, nine unassisted;
Lower right: Only one of the many SlIClm that plagues Boise SUite QB
Hoskin Hogan, this one on behalf of FSU Ilnebacker Andre Young.
Below: Bronco defensemen [white shirts] move in on a misplaced
Dean Jones lateral.

I
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Titans: Sconers.O'SLl.bottle in paramount game
by Tate
Wchards

Simmons

and

Jerry

If you remember back to our
initial column, we said that this
season in the NCAA' would be
one "of the' more eminent and
least predictable"
in memory.
Well, if fate 'doesn't slap us in
the face on that one, what does?
Consider:
Washington
State
humiliating Nebraska; when all
looks dark for the Huskers they
run the 'daylights
out of
Alabama. Is there no justice in
college football?
Last week we had the Punks
vs. the Proud;this weeks it's the
Wandering Giant versus the
Sedentary Iron Ball, i.e, Oklahoma at Ohio State. This couta
be so much fun we -may not
recover for next week'spredictions (The cruel amongst you,
disregard that). Anyway, the
game's on national TV and be "
sure to get close to a color
set·Woody Hayes' fare will be a
bright scarlet two minutes in the
skirmish, and he could explode
into homocidal rages if reporters
get anywhere near.
At any rate, we went 12 and 6
for last week's
tussles,
a
cummulative 36-15 for a .705
percentage. The reasons for the
less than brillant 12 and 6, are
numberous. but let it stand, on
more than we went against our
first instincts. Hey, folks you get
a name and a reputation and the
pressure really builds upl
Without further ado:
N;1VYat #1 Michigan
The wolverines are

on the

march and no one dares stand in
their way ... yet.Don't
look to
Navy to lower the guns, they get
nervous at the sight of Ann
Arbor Stadium. It's clankers
away for the Midshipmen.
Michigan 45 Navy 6
115 01dahoma at #16 Ohio State
The Sooners are powerful
indeed, but it'll too soon to test
their might against someone
like Ohio State. This one would
be a dandyfor January I, but
Saturday?
No.
Anyway, hi
Woody.
: Upset Specl.aI 01dahoma 14,
OSU12

tl8 Texas A & M at 119 TexlUl
Tech
The last time Texas had two
Top 10 teams in oneweek? We
don'fknow, but it's not going to
be that way come Saturday.
Texas A &: M 23, Tech 19
Mnrybuid at Penn State
Penn looks awesome,after.
devouring Houston. Joe Pater'110 likes everyone chasing his
Lions; watch out, he could sneak
into the national crown, once
everyone is pooped out. Mark
. Manges
is of class,
but
out-classed in this one.
'Penn State 28, MaryllUld' 18
New Menco at Colorado
The people -of Fort Collins
think their Buffaloes have ·the
makings of champions. Well

they do, but are too young ... for
now. But oh are they good.
~Iorado 35, New Menco 19

enough can whip.a carload of
Boilermakers.
Notre Dame 28, Purdue 21

Texas
Cal.:

Mississippi

Christian

at

Southern.

My, my. There's just no law
west of the Pecos,
is there,
TCU? Better get out of the
stampede.
USC 38,TCU 10
Alabama at VanderbUt
Notice how the week all of a
sudden runs out of biggies?
V.anderbilt may be touah this
. year, but the Crimson Tide isn't
. in a real good mood after getting
knocked out of the top five by a
team (albeit Nebraska) not even
in the top 20.
Bama 24, Vandy 13

Whoever
sets up Utah's
schedule should be hung riude
by his thumbs
from the
Mormon Tabernacle
so he
understands what it's like to be
embarassed in the early season.
It's gotta be tough
when
Oklahoma's scores 62 points on
you. And then the
very next
week.,;
.
HoustOD 42,Utah 17
at Pu."'lIue:

Another in a continuing series
of big-boy-is-hopping-mad-andis-not-likely-to-get-upset-twicein-a-row games. Besides, any
Irishman who's steamed up
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Florida humiliated Rice last
weekend, and aim atMiss State
.with Big Bowls in their eyes.
But Miss is swift, powerful, and
have little sense of humor
'concerning'Gators'
out of their
league.
MSU 35, florida 23
UCLA at MInnesota
The Bruins ate Jay Hawk for
dinner last week and now
garnish it with Gopher Pate'.
But don't take Minnesota too
lightly, Ohio State had a hard
time digesting.
UCLA 20, MlDnesota ·15
UTEP at Oldahoma State

Houston at Utah

Notre'Dame

State at florida

.

SPEEDREADINGcourses now offered in Boise. If
you are interested in a State licensed .
Speedreodinq Course with small classes, licensed
== teachers, and guaranteed success, collond make
-an appointment with our Reading 'Counselors
.for a free evaluation of your present r:eading skills

--

TerryMillerofOSU

looks to be

the heir apparent to Rushing. dom, since Tony flies in Dallas.
If EI Paso wanted to win football
games they'd take the hint and
go play the Tijuana Titans.
OSU 24, UTEP 7
Temple at Pittsburgh
Well, Pitt went against our will
and won out over William and
Mary, and will again this week
with Temple. They have an easy
schedule, but arehurting at key
positions. .";. "
."
Pitt 24, 'Temple 13 .
Brigham Young at Utah State
Gifford" Nielson has the finest
arm in the nation and doesn't
mind using it as an 'Offensive
weapon against hapless d~fenses. Blame the person who runs
USU's defense, not Nielson: ..
he's Heisman material. We like
the odds.
B~ 35, USU18

Big Sky predictions
Nevadn·w
State

Vegas

at

Boise

.

Think Jim Criner won't have
his boys whipped into shape for
the Grudge Game? Think the
moon won't be out that night?
Think the Rebels won't be
"howling
at it before
the
evening's over?
BSU 23, UNLV 21
Idnho at Hawnli
This will be the closest Idaho
gets to having' a vacation this
season.' Live. it up early gang,
for Saturday you die.
Hawall 17, Idaho 14
Fresno Stare at Montana State
With all the Division II teams
they play this year, Fresno
should learn to run the veer
rather handily without' fumbling. The term "Big Sky". only
. evokes a desire for an old
revenge in the heartof
CSUF
coach Jim Sweeney.
Fres~o 30, MSU 21
Portland State atMentana
Last year's slugfest "at Portland

ended up 50-49 for the home
team. This time it's on the
Missoula field, and the Grizzlies
have a few aces in their hand.
Besides that, we personally
mistrust any team that loses to
Weber State 40·22.
Montana ~, PSU 14
NorthernArlzona
State

nt

The Lumberjacks must have a.
penchant for the dramatic; they
seem. to fall behind and fight
barely
up to the surface
everytime.
Weber looks just
. persnickety enough to try arid
jump
ahead
at ih~ first
opportunify
- but the story
remains the same ...
NAU 42, Weber 38
Eastern Montana at Idaho State
The ultimate demoralization
for any self-respecting Big Sky
team: getting tackled by some
freshwater college straight out
of
Division
111.
"UpsetSpecial 112 [Upset stom, ncb Is more like It].
EMC 10, ISU 9'

'.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF SPECIAL
STUDEN,TRATESVVITH ACTIVITY
CARD, SAVE .$$$$$$$$$$$$'$$
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=

.GROUP RATES·AlSOAVAllABlE

=cRemember,' reading Is the basis of all

. .education and knowledge. - .. " . .

Weber

BSU'sLarryMmtt[10]putittoFlesno'sRockyPerry[24],wlthChrls
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Co-ed softball highlights intramural slate
- All games will begin at 5:30 on
the fields by the auxiliary gym.
Games will be played MTWTh
nights of each week. Both
leagues follow the Same schedule. Rain-outs will be resehed-

~ Intramural

football

uled by teams involved. Playoffs will be scheduled at a later
date;
LEAGUE A
1) Bad News Broncos
2) B-3: Team #2
3) Little Rascals
4) Whoppers
5) Ripley's Believe It
6) Imperial Star Troopers
7) Mankos

LEAGUE B
/) B-3: Team #1
2) Ufa Maya
3) Tojo's Jets
4) Windigoes
5) Red Eye
6) C.C.P.O.
7) Upis
SCHEDULE
1st week (Sept. 19·22) Tues. 3-6,

'Intramural

tennis
The men's
singles
tennis
tournament
will begin this
week, but due to .laek of players, .
all other tennis tournaments will
not start till next' week. If
anybody' is still interested, we
need people ferwomen.and men
doubles, women's "singles· and
mixed doubles, 'The new deadline is, the September
22.
, Contact the Intramural. office,
Gym 203. The phon~' number is,
385·1131.
.
, ,

4

000

LEAGUE C
I) A·3 Penthouse
2) B-2 Bozo's Wednesday.
3) Good, Bad, & Ugly
4) Tau Kappa Epsilon
5) B-1 Beavers

Is

Teams from both leagues play
each night. Please try to be on
time -games will start at 5:30.
For more information contact
the Intramural .Offlce.

everything
under
the son
TOGEr,YOU BACK
TO CLASS IN STYLE f '

LEAGUE A
I) A-I Meats
2) The D Zaugerts
3) B-3.
4) The Cerm Spells
5) D.I.L.I.G.A.F.
LEAGUE B'
I) Morrison
2) Barr's Burn Outs
3) B-2 Zoo II
4) A-2 Wac-a·doos
5) G. Eagles

Tues. Sept. 20"6:30
A-I vs.Zaugerts
B-3 vs, Spells '
Zoo II vs. A·z
7:30
Morrison vs, Barris'
A-3 vs, Bozos
G, B, &.U vs. TKE
Tues. Seot. 27 6:30
Spells vs D.LL. ..
Zaugerts vs. B·3
A·2 vs. G. Eagles
7:30
Barr's vs. Zoo II
TKE vs, Beavers
&zo's vs. G, B, & U
Tues. OGt 4 6:30 '
A-I vs: B·3
Zaugerts vs. D.I.L ...
Barr's vs. G. Eagles
7:30
Morrison vs. Zoo II
A·3 vs. G, B, & U
Bozo's vs, Beavers
; Teus. Oct 11 6:30
B·3 vs. D.I.L.
A·I vs. Spells
, Zoo Ilvs. G. Eagles
7:30
Morrison vs, A-Z
G, B, & U vs. TKE.
A-3 vs. TKE
Tues Oct
6:30
Zaugrets vs. Spells
A-I vs. D'Ll, ...
Barrs vs. A·2
7:JO Morrison vs. G. Eagles
Bozo vs. TKE
A-3 vs. B-1
Tues. Oct. 2S -Playoff
Thurs. Oct 27 -Championship
game

Wed. 1-5 a . Thurs. 2·7
2nd week (Sept. 26·29) Mon. 5-7
Tues. 2-4, Wed. 1·3, Thurs. 7·4
3rd week (Oct. 3·6) 'Mon. 4·5,
Tues. 3·7, Wed. 2-6, Th.3-5
4th week (Oct.IO·13) Mon. 3·4,
tues. 1·2, Wed. 5·6, Th.2·3
'
5th week (Oct 17·20) Mon. 1·7,
Tues. 4-6, Wed. 2-5, Th. 1-6
,6th week (Oct 24·27) Mon.6-7,
Tues. 1-4, Weds. and tho open
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WINNING
WIYS

GENUINE·
LEATHER
lEISURE
SHOE
Our reg.
18,95

1488

Comfortable, ,
, s~ I~er o~rns-greaHorjoons or cords,
=11=712,

714, 715

ides
JABBAR

Tau M

SHOE,

Our reg,
24.9S'

Ing~'

SUEDE

BROWN

Reg. to

16.00 ,

P~ashed .denims with the fit that
fits and the wear thQt wears--with the
smart star, on the rear·pocket.
NOW ONLY

1·

88

GUYS & GALS
CHEVRON JEANS

soll'1188
forlS.00

Choose '
from 2 styles of durable
rryIon hlfteta windbreakers
in rna"" difterem· colors.

adidas
cortON
T..SHIRTS

39S

SHORTS

GWS
CORD JEANS
Oli~, corduroy

n88

grJes from Levi's.

JOGGING,
SHOE
M,ade to

,

GYM

Values to 22.00

SAllE NOW

j

7

Blue denim jeans WITh ifJe feel of· old. The one' and on~' adidas
flY a pair 011 your student body todrr/. '1~ cotton t-shirt.

The kelthat

1

WINDBREAKERS

"STAR"
GU'/S & GALS
DEN1M JEANS

1499

Durable
. baskstbaD shoe' with
Acbr.les toodol1' support
ond iotal arch support.

GtNS, & GAlS

seks

1

<

,Our reg.
3,49

5~OOttonl
501' po~ester,
assorted' coloi1, ..v-ooreh
'18g for eftSV movement.

HOODED,,SHiRrS
,~

NOW 2 STORES IN BOiSE '
CORNER OF:ntIRO&, MAIN
CORNER OF, FAIRVIEW & CURTIS

Irreg •. './
Whather ••"., '
. it'~.spo~,jog~ingor.

Cushion insole, arch
support,., & .saw totlth 'NAMPA N~mPQ-Caw,.,et~~d... ,',
sole. #001, .694,695 Weekda'fs9:30-9 'Sat. 9-7.Sunl1-6 sweais~irt IS

,.~stg~;7~,:~'
Pradnght·
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